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Ferramentas para 3d 

Google SketchUp 8 

 

Second Life 

 

Snapily - Create your own 3D &amp; Animated Prints: Snapily is a place online where consumers can add 

special effects to their personal photos, transforming ordinary pictures into electrifying and 

dynamic creations. Its proprietary technology, enables consumers to add 3D, Flip, Morph, and 

printed Videos to ordinary digital images. In addition to building a standalone destination, Snapily 

is working with partners to help them offer their customers Snapily's special effects technology, 

which includes the online creation tools and the short run printing capabilities. 

 

YooWalk - Walk Around the Web: YOOWALK is a representation of the worldwide web a 3D world where 

you can: Browse the web in 3D with your avatar- Build a 3D version of your website- Have your 

personal room in 3D- Meet people and hang around with them. 

 

ipopetz.tv - Record &amp; Share Your 3D Show: On Ipopetz.tv, you animate a 3D character with a real time 

lipsync and you can also record your clip with your own voice. 

 

SmallWorlds - Your Virtual Playground: SmallWorlds is a 3D virtual world that runs inside your web 

browser. It enables you to build your own room, house, or even your own world, and fill it with a 

wide variety of items and fun activities. 
                                                
1 http://www.go2web20.net/ 
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Kaneva - A World of Real Friends and Good Times: Combining a social network and a virtual world, Kaneva 

brings profiles and entertainment to the 3D realm in a modern-day, online digital world full of real 

friends and good times. Kaneva provides a whole new way - a more human way - to connect with 

friends online. 

 

Mydeco - Make Your Home More You: Mydeco is a new site that lets you plan your decor online, then buy 

the products you need. 500 retailers in one place and simple 3D tools to help you plan your 

room before you even open a tin of paint. 

 

Make3D - Convert your Image into 3D Model: Make3D converts your single picture into a 3-D model. It 

takes a two-dimensional image and creates a three-dimensional model, giving the viewers access 

to the scene's depth and a range of points of view. 

 

VisibleBody - Discover the Human Body Like Never Before: Argosy's Visible Body application, featuring an 

interactive, 3D model of the human body, is the most comprehensive human body visualization 

tool available on the market today. This entirely Web-delivered application offers an unparalleled 

understanding of the human body. 

 

GogoFrog - Easy 3D Web Site Creation:  Gogofrog allows you to experience the ultimate 3D world in your 

browser. You don't need to download anything to your computer, just sign up to the site and start 

create your own 3D place with unlimited online space. At Gogofrog you can share your art, 

photos, journals and interests with an ever-expanding network of friends and visitors. Chat with 

your site visitors, furnish your environment and change the space to suit your mood. 

 

SpaceTime - 3D Browsing Experience: Search Google, YouTube, RSS, eBay, Amazon, Yahoo!, Flickr and 

Images all in one 3D space. 

 

3D Package - 3D Box Maker: 3d package is a 3d-box graphic generator. 3d package lets you instantly 

create 3d-box images online, free. Just upload pictures for cover and sides and then get 3d-box in 

you favorite image format (JPG, GIF, PNG supported). Post them in your blog or anywhere else. 



 

Voyage - 3D RSS Reader: Voyage is an RSS feed reader with a difference. It's been carefully designed 

around the content it displays. Add RSS feeds from your favourite sites and let Voyage pull all the 

information together for your reading pleasure. 

 

vSide - Music Virtual World: vSide is an impressive, interconnected virtual city environment where you 

can hang out, listen to music, chat, dance, and make friends. The 3D virtual club features 

everything from DJs to bands to celebrity appearances. Come in and meet bands like Maroon 5 

and All-American Reject, gain exposure to up-and-coming artists like Kevin Michael or just hang 

with your friends. vSide is your non-stop entertainment destination 24/7. 

 

Fix8 - Brining the Virtual World to Reality: Fix8 is a unique interactive communication application that allows 

people to customize their on-screen virtual appearance in real-time using avatar technology and 

creative accessories. Fix8 integrates human expression analysis and rendering capabilities, 

avatar/facial sculpting and animation technology, voice manipulation, and one click 3D 

facemaker design capabilities in one package. 

 

Koinup - Your Virtual Life:  Koinup is a social network based on user-generated content. It's for users 

who want to share their work with others users. It allows its members to upload their work and it 

encourages them to review or comment on other members work. From a general point of view 

Koinup is similar to other social networks. But it is also unique, because it focuses only on 

culture created in virtual environments as games/mmorpg/3dworld. 

 

Frenzoo - Create Great Looking 3D Characters: Frenzoo is a fun and unique 3D avatar community which 

focus in fashion and lifestyle. In a friendly environment, ztylists around the world can become 

budding fashionistas, create their own avatar, shop for 3D branded items, design their own 

fashion items, express their style, share unique looks and lots more - all within a web browser. 

 

Meez - Your 3D I-D on the Internet: A Meez is your 3D I-D which you create and use to represent yourself 

everywhere you go on the Internet. Hairstyle. Clothes. Eye Color. Everything. You can personalize 



your Meez to look like you do in real life --- or try on a completely new look. It's up to you. 

 

Zooburst - http://www.zooburst.com/ Create a 3D Augmented Reality book. Draw upone a large 

library of art or upload your own images, add captions and thought bubbles. When you view it in 

screen mode, and hold up a printed sheet with the Augmented Reality Marker to your web cam, 

the book comes alive. 

 

 

Ferramentas para imagens/fotografias 

Picfull - Free One Click Photo Editing: Picfull is a new service that makes it incredibly easy to 

customize and filter photos in real time, then share it with friends. 

PhotoPeach - http://photopeach.com/ A very easy to use slide show maker tool. Import photos 

from flickr, picasa, Facebook (or upload), arrange, select music from library (or find from 

YouTube videos). Creates Ken Burns like pan and zoom effects. Add captions. When published, 

you can also post to Facebook or twitter. 

Zoom it - Zoom Any Image : Zoom.it is a free service for viewing and sharing high-resolution 

imagery. You give us the link to any image on the web, and we give you a beautiful new way to 

experience it - along with a nice short URL. 

Photovisi - Collage Photo Made Easy : Your own collage photo effect. Many templates to choose 

from, very easy to use. Completely online so no downloads required. 

ImageDash:Fast, Free Image Uploading: Fast, free image hosting geared towards the 

minimalistic user. We make it easy to upload high resolution images without resizing, popups, or 

other annoyances. 

 

Phlook: Empowering Photon on your Site: Interactive photos, create slideshows, sell photos on your blog 

and website to share with friends, family and the World. 

Fotobabble: Talking Photos - http://www.fotobabble.com/  



Pixenate: Photo Made Easy: A quick and easy way to design and edit your image online. 

 

FixPicture: Online Picture Editor: It's the fastest way to resize and convert your pictures and images. You 

can apply rotation, and some effects like greyscale, sepia, blur, ... It's so simple, select your 

picture file, choose some process to apply, click on OK, and you'll be able to save the picture on 

your computer. Support all popular picture file formats (jpeg, tiff, png, gif, bmp, tga) and camera 

RAW formats (crw, nef, raf, cr2, dng). More than 400 formats supported. 

 

Splashup: Multiple Image Editing: Splashup, formerly Fauxto, is a powerful editing tool and photo 

manager. With all the features professionals use and novices want, it's easy to use, works in real-

time and allows you to edit many images at once. Splashup runs in all browsers, integrates 

seamlessly with top photosharing sites, and even has its own file format so you can save your 

work in progress. 

 

Rsizr: Intelligent Image Resizing: Rsizr is a Flash application that lets you resize JPG, PNG, and GIF 

images on your computer. With rsizr, in addition to normal image rescaling and cropping, you 

can also resize images using a new image resizing algorithm called seam carving that tries to 

keep intact areas in your image that are richer in detail. 

 

Albelli: Create your own Photo Book: A powerful photo album software.  

 

Pixenate: Photo Made Easy: A quick and easy way to design and edit your image online. 

 

pikipimp: Pimp your Image: pikipimp is a web based service that allows you you to edit your image 

online. No registration require. 

 

pixer.us: Need a Quick Fix for your Photo? pixer.us is a web-based application that will allow you to fix and 

edit your photo online using only your browser. 

 

Comeeko: Tell your Story: Comeeko lets you take your photos and put them into nice photo strips. 

Create your own photo strips and share them online.Photo strips are your photos made into 

comic strips. 



 

Picnik: Online Photo Editing Made Fun: With Picnik you can quickly edit all your online photos from one 

place. It's the easiest way on the Web to fix underexposed photos, remove red-eye, or apply 

effects to your photos. 

 

FixPicture: Online Picture Editor: It's the fastest way to resize and convert your pictures and images. You 

can apply rotation, and some effects like greyscale, sepia, blur, ... It's so simple, select your 

picture file, choose some process to apply, click on OK, and you'll be able to save the picture on 

your computer. Support all popular picture file formats (jpeg, tiff, png, gif, bmp, tga, ...) and 

camera RAW formats (crw, nef, raf, cr2, dng, ...). More than 400 formats supported. (Powered by 

XnView). 

 

Splashup: Multiple Image Editing: Splashup, formerly Fauxto, is a powerful editing tool and photo 

manager. With all the features professionals use and novices want, it's easy to use, works in real-

time and allows you to edit many images at once. Splashup runs in all browsers, integrates 

seamlessly with top photosharing sites, and even has its own file format so you can save your 

work in progress. 

 

FotoFlexer: Online Photo Editor: FotoFlexer is one of the most advanced online digital photo editor. It 

performs advanced effects previously only available to professionals using expensive software. 

FotoFlexer integrates with leading photo sites and social networks. Import and export photos with 

ease. 

 

HazilMail: Turns your Photos into Postcards: HazelMail allows anyone anywhere to easily create and mail 

real postcards online using their own photos in minutes. With just a click of the button, Hazel 

prints and mails your custom postcards for you. 

 

Pic2Color:  Recolor Your Graphics: Creates breath-taking color schemes from images effortlessly -

Seamless integration with GenoPal Online for individual color exploration -Easy HTML setup -

FREE! 

 

Mutapic: Picture Generator - Visual Brainstorm: Mutapic generates original artworks fast. It is a tool for 



designers, artists and craftsmen. It can be used to create logos, icons, patterns, illustrations, and 

just for fun. Mutapic is also an original and efficient tool. Mutapic is used for the complete 

creative process. Mutapic proposes ideas, makes sketches and allows you to refine your sketches 

until you get a final artwork. You need Mutapic Pro to load images from your local drive. 

 

Albelli: Create your own Photo Book: A powerful photo album software. Seamless integrated with 

Photobucket, the new Albelli tool gives Photobucket&amp;rsquo;s nearly 40 million users a 

feature-rich tool with all of the benefits of a desktop application while maintaining the ease and 

speed of a web application. 

 

Picresize: Online Picture Editor: PicResize is and easy-to-use online picture editor. Just upload your 

picture and select from bunch of editing options. 

 

MagMyPic: Fake Magazine Covers with your Picture: MagMyPic allows users to combine their picture with 

custom made Magazine covers in the likeness of popular Magazines. MagMyPic is an affiliate 

marketing effort that works to distribute and market subscriptions to each of the magazines 

displayed on MMP while providing a fun and entertaining way for users to display their picture. 

 

Mosaickr: Create Mosaics from your Flickr Photos: With mosaickr you can create beautiful mosaics from 

your flickr pictures, and even print them on posters. Creating a mosaick is easy and it's free. 

 

PicArtia: Create your Photo Mosaic Online: Easily turn your pictures into impressive photo mosaic posters. 

 

Smush It: Image optimizer: Smushit is a service that goes beyond the limitations of Photoshop, 

Fireworks &amp;amp; Co. It uses image format specific non-lossy image optimization tools to 

squeeze the last bytes out of your images - without changing their look or visual quality. You'll get 

a report of how many bytes you can save by optimizing your images and all the changed images 

as a single zip for download. 

 

Pixlr: Online Image Editor: Pixlr is a free online image editor, jump in and start edit, adjust, filter and 

much more. 

 



Ferramentas para criar/partilhar música 

Restorm - Make Money With Your Music: Restorm is a music platform designed to help your work 

in the music industry. With this platform, you can earn money online, generate more attention for 

your music and save time all at once. Restorm brings together all actors of the music industry. 

Artists, labels, promoters, media representatives and music lovers can all share their passion for 

music in one place. 

BandCentral - Management Tools for Musicians: BandCentral built to help musicians make it. 

Manage your Band Calendar, Communication, Gigs, Social Networks, Contacts, Money, Files and 

Fans. 

RadioTime - Easy to find Local Radio Stations. : Find and listen to podcasts, music and local radio 

stations online. 

AudioTool - Create your own Tracks : Start making music today - right in your browser. AudioTool 

provides all the tools to get you started. 

Podcast People - http://podcastpeople.com/ This is more of a tool to create podcasts including 

audio, video content as well as traditional "blog" posts. It could be used to serialize a story into 

small segments. 

 

Blabberize - http://www.blabberize.com/ Rather simple and crude, but can be effective! Upload 

a picture of a frontal view of a face, mark the key points of the mouth, and record the audio. It 

creates a simple animation of the mount moving to the sound of the voice. 

 

Yodio - http://www.yodio.com/ Combine audio from uploaded mp3 or phoned in from phone 

with uploaded pictures. 

Soundation: Create Music on the Web : Whether you are an amateur or a pro you will be able to 

satisfy all your needs with Soundation Studio - a powerful online sequencer with 11 real time 

effects, 3 synthesizers, a drum machine and a fully integrated Sound Shop. 



Midomi: Search Music With Your Own Voice: Midomi allows you to find and discover music and 

people. Use your voice to instantly connect to your favorite music, and to a community of people 

that share your musical interests. Sing your own versions, listen to voices, see pictures, rate 

singers, send messages, and buy music. 

MP3cut: Online MP3 Cut Tool: mp3cut is service that allows you to cut mp3 files on-line. From 

now on, you don't need difficult programs to cut and create a melody for your cell-phone. 

iRadeo: Online Radio Stream App : iRadeo provides unlimited streams and with the ability to 

support unlimited listeners – all free. Unique features such as complete customization of player 

types, favorite reporting and digital delivery are just a few great tools within the platform. iRadeo 

is an all-in-one solution for radio stations, podcasters, musicians, music fans, promoters and 

music labels.  

Swift.FM: Listen to your Friends Music: Swift.fm helps you discover and enjoy new music guided 

by the most qualified people around - your friends. Swift.fm do this to help you find new music to 

purchase, shows to attend and actively support artists and their labels. 

Thounds: What Music are you Thinking?: Thounds is a music platform, easily accessible through 

a social network. Thounds helps people capture their musical inspirations which can be recorded 

live with a computer microphone or by plugging in a real instrument. Finished tracks can be 

shared through blog pages, Facebook, Myspace, Virb and other popular networks. 

Unhear it - Get that Damn Song out of your Head : Unhear it will help you get that song that is 

stuck in your head out of your head. 

IndabaMusic: Find People. Make Music. Online: Indaba Music is a place for musicians to find one 

another, create and remix music, and showcase their work. Record with IndabaMusic online 

session console, find musicians around the world, and blog about your new creations. 

 

Soundation: Create Music on the Web: Whether you are an amateur or a pro you will be able to satisfy all 

your needs with Soundation Studio - a powerful online sequencer with 11 real time effects, 3 

synthesizers, a drum machine and a fully integrated Sound Shop. 

 



IndabaMusic: Find People. Make Music. Online: Indaba Music is a place for musicians to find one another, 

create and remix music, and showcase their work. Record with IndabaMusic online session 

console, find musicians around the world, and blog about your new creations. 

 

MIXZIK: Boost your Music: Mixzik is the place to share your videos with your friends, family and 

everyone else:To watch a video/ heard a music: make a selection from most recent, most 

popular, filter with tags or owner to play the selection. To share a music/video: register over here 

on Mixzik, upload the music/video to our site and come up with appropriate tags (keywords) so 

that other users can find your music/video. 

LaunchRock - Create a viral Launching Soon page in minutes: LaunchRock helps you setup a 

viral launching soon page in minutes. 

Listento.fm: What do you listen to? Listento.fm allows you to share music or video found around the web 

on Twitter. Submit an MP3 file you've found on the web or a YouTube/IMEEM links to your 

favorite content. Listento.fm tool will generate a short link media page for you using your twitter 

page design and you'll be able to tweet it to your followers and they can play the media right on 

the browser. You don't need to give away your Twitter password. 

 

Blipfm: Global Music Radar: With Blip.fm ayou can get an access to millions of streaming songs, create 

your own music station, a station programmed by your friends, an audience of music 

enthusiasts. 

 

Ferramentas para criar websites 

Lubith - A Complex Wordpress Theme Generator: Creating your website theme has never been 

easier - Drag, drop, a few clicks and you can have the Wordpress theme you wanted! 

jMockups - A Better Way to Web Design: jMockups is a web app that lets you design and share 

pixel perfect website mockups. Whether you plan on making a website for yourself or for a client, 

jMockups will help you figure out exactly what your site will look like before you write a single line 

of HTML or CSS. 



Jux - Drag and Drop-based Website Creator Platform: Jux is a website builder designed from the 

ground up for sharing. With simple drag-and-drop tools, website creators can copy,mix and 

modify components or whole sites shared by others. 

Kafafa: A Simple Website-building Tool: Kafafa enables the user to create professional-looking 

websites with no programming knowledge. 

Lifeyo: Build The Website You've Always Wanted: Lifeyo lets people make websites. It is a simple 

and free website creation tool that lets anyone have a great looking website. 

Basekit: Web 2.0 Website Builder: Stop coding, start designing - create a website the BaseKit 

way. The website builder and integrated website CMS for web designers. Import your Photoshop 

files and have full control over your designs. BaseKit automatically slices and dices your designs 

into standards-compliant HTML and CSS - in seconds. Add dynamic web 2.0 features to your 

website without having to write any code. BaseKit website builder lets you create a website with 

simple point, click, drag and drop. 

Flavors me: Create An Elegant Website: Flavors.me allows anyone to create an elegant website 

using personal content from around the internet. 

Sauropol: Create A Free Website: Create a free website for your company, rock band or newborn baby. 

Choose from a large selection of designs or upload your own. Transfer or buy a domain. Sauropol 

goes way beyond blogging by allowing you to create sites with hierarchical structure and multiple 

layouts. Sure you can do blogging as well but that&amp;rsquo;s just subset of what the site offer. 

 

Edicy: Build and Edit Websites with Ease: Create a fresh site with nice design and web hosting on any 

domain in seconds. It’s seamless, all in one and unprecedentedly easy to use. Oh, and it’s free 

too. 

 

SnapPages: Website Creation For The Rest Of Us: Easily create your own professionally designed website 

online with SnapPages. You can share your photos, organize your calendar, connect with friends, 

and more all in one place. 

 

Jimdo: Create Free Web Pages: Jimdo is really easy to create web-pages, just sign-up, follow the link to 



your own Page, integrate pictures, videos and texts in seconds, change the design with a click, 

add as many pages as you want...and show your swifty Jimdo free page to your friends. 

 

Roxer: An Easiest Way to Create a Web Page: Roxer takes a new approach to making web pages, based on 

the idea that you should never have to bother with code. With Roxer anyone can make visually 

stunning and fully functional web pages online using only a web browser. 

 

WebNode: Ajax-Based Website Builder: WebNode delivers an innovative way of creating and editing 

websites that redefines the industry with website building technology that is easy to use. Users 

can create active content (articles, polls, FAQ, dynamic lists, e-commerce, site maps and photo 

galleries) via drag-and-drop from the toolbar, wherever the user wants them to display on the 

page. 

 

Kafafa: A Simple Website-building Tool: Kafafa enables the user to create professional-looking websites 

with no programming knowledge. 

 

Lifeyo: Build The Website You've Always Wanted: Lifeyo lets people make websites. It is a simple and free 

website creation tool that lets anyone have a great looking website. 

 

Flavors me: Create An Elegant Website: Flavors.me allows anyone to create an elegant website using 

personal content from around the internet. 

 

EasySite: The Easy way to Make a Website: Easysite is an incredibly powerful, easy-to-use website builder. 

- Change the entire look and feel of your easysite with a mouse click - Pictures are a piece of 

cake with Easysite - Upload and host your own videos with Easysite - Customize your easysite 

with the Site Admin page - Send all your members an email with Email Blast - Your Home Page is 

always up to date. 

 

Weebly: Web Creation Made Easy: Weebly is the easiest way to create, upload a website, and share it 

with the world for free. From personal to professional sites, Weebly will enable you to spend your 

time on the most valuable part of your site, its content. 

 



DevHub: A Fun Site Builder: By playing the DevHub game, you can easily build vertically-focused, 

media-rich destination sites that have the potential to generate revenue and promote user-

engagement. 

 

DoodleKit: Free Online Website Builder: A free online website creator ,online website builder, online 

website maker - that allows you to manage your website's content, upload photos, create a blog, 

create a paypal shopping cart, create forms, build forums and choose different layouts (with 

different color themes &amp;amp; header images) all in one simple interface. 

 

Viviti: A website Builder: Viviti is a fast way to make a professional, easy to update, website with only a 

few clicks. You&amp;rsquo;ll have your web site looking great and online in minutes. 

 

ComfyPage: Free Online Website Builder: ComfyPage is the tool you need to create simple, smart and 

super quick websites without the worry of hiring expensive web developers and designers. You 

get everything you need to build a website and have it live to the world. 

 

SnapPages: Website Creation For The Rest Of Us: Easily create your own professionally designed website 

online with SnapPages. You can share your photos, organize your calendar, connect with friends, 

and more all in one place. 

 

Jimdo: Create Free Web Pages: Jimdo is really easy to create web-pages, just sign-up, follow the link to 

your own Page, integrate pictures, videos and texts in seconds, change the design with a click, 

add as many pages as you want...and show your swifty Jimdo free page to your friends. 

BuildorPro: Design in the Browser: BuildorPro uses visual, code editing and debugging tools to 

provide an extremely agile method of creating and managing your site's design/markup. 

Recurse - From the Drawing Board to the Browser : As a designer you understand that 

presentation is important. Recurse is a simple solution to show clients your spiffy new design. By 

emulating a website with multiple flat images, clients will have a better idea of what the 

composition will look like ‘in the wild’. 

Sauropol: Create A Free Website: Create a free website for your company, rock band or newborn baby. 



Choose from a large selection of designs or upload your own. Transfer or buy a domain. Sauropol 

goes way beyond blogging by allowing you to create sites with hierarchical structure and multiple 

layouts.  

 

Edicy: Build and Edit Websites with Ease: Create a fresh site with nice design and web hosting on any 

domain in seconds. It’s seamless, all in one and unprecedentedly easy to use. Oh, and it’s free 

too. 

 

Ferramentas para criar blogs 

Yesblogs - Your Blog with Style: Choose your own .com domain name and your blog is available 

on mobile phones. You may customize each part of your blog, including templates, widgets, and 

fonts style (200 fonts available). You can also create unlimited mailboxes with your domain 

name. 

DevHub - A Fun Site Builder: By playing the DevHub game, you can easily build vertically-focused, 

media-rich destination sites that have the potential to generate revenue and promote user-

engagement. 

Zcapes: Create your own Mini Mobile Blog: Zcapes is a mini blog platform on your mobile. Anyone can 

make a Zcape for free for any object or event. Zcapes helps you not to miss a thing in a specific 

context. 

MobeStac - Mobile Friendly Blog in Minutes: MobStac B! helps you create a mobile version of 

your blog in 5 minutes. Sign up and enter your blog's URL, see an instant preview and redirect 

traffic to your mobile site automatically. 

 

 

Ferramentas para vídeo 

 

Livestream - http://www.mogulus.com 

 



Animoto - http://animoto.com/ This tool analyzes an uploaded set of images and creates a 

"professional" music video based on a secret artificial intelligence logic. Very easy to create 

elegant picture shows. 

 

Jaycut - Today we can share the news that JayCut has just become a part of Research In Motion 

(RIM), creators of BlackBerry® smartphones, BlackBerry® PlayBook™ and a lot of other cool 

products. Now we’re joining forces to share what we do best: video editing. http://jaycut.com/ 

 

BBC iPlayer - http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/  

 

BubblePLY - http://www.bubbleply.com/ Load a video form any URL (e.g. YouTube, Blip.tv) and 

then annotate with text "bubbles" 

 

JayCut - http://jaycut.com/ Import photos, audio, video, and make a movie on a multi-track 

timeline plus transitions and effects. 

 

Xtranormal - http://www.xtranormal.com/ Almost in a category of it's own, this tool provides you 

al of the tools a movie director would have to select a set, actor sound effects, etc and create a 

movie made from only the dialogue text you type into the tool. Generates a movie you embed and 

you can then export directly to YouTube. However, you are left to work with media xtranormal 

provides (there is no import). 

 

Shwup - http://www.shwup.com/ Upload media (images and movies) or load from flickr, 

picassa, Facebook, any web page, even form an email message into an "album". From an 

album, create a slideshow or a "muviee" using a small selection of themes and music (or you 

cna upload music). Media can be downloaded. No ability to add captions, no ability to link 

directly to movie (must be invited by email or social network). 

Masher: Create A Video, Music and Photo Mashup: Masher let you easily create a video by 

mashing together video clips, music tracks and photos. So you can create a video to brag about 

your holiday, to wish your friend happy birthday, or to show off your creative side. Whatever you 

have to say, a video speaks a squillion words, so get mashing! 



PopScreen: Bookmarking Tool For Online videos: PopScreen is a quick and simple way to 

bookmark your favorite TV shows, movies, webcasts, news clips, music and viral videos from 

hundreds of online sources in one location. 

TubeChop: Chop YouTube Videos: TubeChop allows you to easily chop a funny or interesting 

section from any YouTube video and share it (embed it) on your site or blog. 

Quick.TV: Make Video Interactive: Quick.tv is an evolution for Interactive Video. With the advanced 

interactive tools, professional web video publishers can inject interactivity into videos with a quick 

click, drag, and drop. 

Stupeflix: Video Creation Made Easy: Stupeflix is a rest web service that turns your pictures, 

videos, and text into professional videos. Differentiate your service with video produced from your 

own content. Create one or thousands of video ads and spread them all over the web. Instantly 

expand your product line to video (mobile, web, and dvd). 

Vanityvid - Turns your Profile picture into a Video : With their Browser plugin, Vanityvid lets your 

profile pic come alive. Wherever your profile pic shows (social networks, online communities, blog 

comments, etc.), people will also be able to see you move and hear you talking, and get a better 

feeling of who you are and what you're like. 

Stupeflix - http://www.stupeflix.com/ Stupeflix is a REST web service that turns your pictures, 

videos, and text into professional videos. 

Vidque: Video Worth Watching: VidQue enables users to save and share videos to their own 

custom pages with a single click, while helping them follow what their friends and peers are 

watching. Video discovery is simplified by allowing users to watch videos using their personal 

''Video Feed'', a listing of the latest videos saved by the users they follow. 

HighlightCam:Make your Video Shorter: HighlightCam is a webcam video service that 

automatically finds the best parts of your videos - and shows you just those parts. HightlightCam 

makes it easy to find where your cat did a backflip or a burglar broke into your house, and one 

click lets you jump to the same spot in the original video, to see and hear the whole thing. 

AditAll: Video Ads that Work for you: AditAll is a video advertising community where users can quickly, 



simply and inexpensively create, produce and distribute video ads. AditAll brings low cost, high 

quality ad production capabilities to anyone.  

 

Quick.TV: Make Video Interactive: Quick.tv is an evolution for Interactive Video. With the advanced 

interactive tools, professional web video publishers can inject interactivity into videos with a quick 

click, drag, and drop. 

 

You3b: Create your own 3 Screen TV: YouThreeb is a simple tool to help you create triptyhs of youTube 

videos. 

 

Graffiti: Edit videos online: Graffiti is a demo of some of the vidavee technology. It allows users to add 

effects, animations, graphics, and text onto any video. Vidavee hope this helps people think about 

video in a different way, an interactive way. They also hope that it turns into something fun that 

everyone can enjoy. 

 

AditAll: Video Ads that Work for you: AditAll is a video advertising community where users can quickly, 

simply and inexpensively create, produce and distribute video ads.  

 

Panjea: Create Your Own Streaming Internet TV Channel: Panjea TV allows anyone to create, organize and 

customized channels of video content from video services across the Web with a few clicks of the 

mouse. You can have content from YouTube, GoogleVideo, Metacafe, Grouper and more. Users 

can instantly share their channel with friends or place it on their own site, blog, Myspace, 

Facebook, etc. 

 

 

Ferramentas para colagem visual: imagens/videos/audio 

 

Tabblo - http://www.tabblo.com/ an application to put together photos and words with styled 

templates into a visual collage, also creates slideshows, permissions for views, import form flickr, 

print services (posters etc) 

 

Scrapblog - http://www.scrapblog.com/ Create multipage collections of photos (import from 5 



photo sites), decoration "stickies", videos from YouTube, and publish to several blog sites. 

 

Glogster - http://www.glogster.com/ Create posters with images, video, audio (uploaded or 

recorded) and apply a wide range of text effects. 

 

 

Ferramentas para criar roteiros e mapas  

 

Mapwing - http://www.mapwing.com/ A tool really designed for created linked tours or 

annotated drawings/maps- generate a base map by importing or drawing, add nodes, each with 

a view looking in 4 directions, captions, link together. 

 

Google My Maps - http://maps.google.com/ Associate steps of your stories with locations on a 

map. Editing each one allows annotation of locations with mages (e.g. using links from flickr), 

and other rich text features. Now they provide cut and paste code (via the "Link to this Page") so 

you can embed the maps in any web page 

 

Wayfaring - http://www.wayfaring.com/ Annotate a map with three kinds of tools- a waypoint 

(one that can be used in multiple maps), a note, or a path/route. The flow of the story is less 

apparent, unless one does it with a combination of routes to show a path. 

 

WriteMaps: Create, Edit, and Share your Sitemaps Online: WriteMaps is a free web-based tool that allows you 

to create, edit, and share sitemaps online. As a WriteMaps user, you and your team will be able 

to build and access your sitemaps from anywhere, without having to rely on proprietary desktop 

apps and static files. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Ferramentas para Slideshow 

Flixtime:Video Slideshows Made Easy: 3 quick steps and in about 3 minutes, you will be ready for 

the world premiere of your video. It's absolutely free to sign-up for a account, upload your images 

and videos, and watch your masterpiece come together. 

ImageLoop - http://www.imageloop.com/ Upload images from computer or flickr or upload 

PowerPoint files. Select from animated templates. Publish to blog or MySpace. RSS, comments. 

 

One True Media - http://www.onetruemedia.com/ "...effortlessly combine photos and video clips 

with words and music to personalize your story. Quickly share with our Online Slideshow or get 

as creative as you want with our Video Montage." Upload images and audio for story track. 

Embed in blogs or directly post to YouTube/Google video, mySpace, Google Groups. Great 

template choices. 

 

RockYou - http://www.rockyou.com/ "RockYou! creates and distributes the most popular self-

expression widgets on the web" where widgets are slideshows, image effects, and more. 

Publishes to MySpace, Facebook, blogs. 

 

Slide - http://www.slide.com/ "Slide lets you use photos and other digital content to publish and 

discover the people and things that matter to you." Import from many sources, has a good library 

of templates, backgrounds, effects. Can add music from library but not your own audio. 

 

SlideFlickr - http://slideflickr.com/ "SlideFlickr will help you create and embed Flickr slideshows 

in less than 10 seconds" for putting slide shows in your own site. Generate from flickr users, 

sets, groups, tags. Attach audio via mp3 url is a featured that goes beyond what flickr offers. 

 

Slideoo - http://www.slideoo.com/ Creates horizontal slide shows from flickr sets ) no text or 

audio. Very, very easy to use.  

 

Pictobrowser - http://pictobrowser.com/ quickly and easily turns flickr sets, tags, or group 

photos into lovely embedded slide shows. 



Slideroll - http://www.slideroll.com/ Create slideshows via a movie timeline- add transitions, Ken 

Burns like effects, titles, captions, music. Direct import photos from flickr. 

 

Picasa - http://picasaweb.google.com Google's free site for storing and sharing photo serves a 

similar service as flickr, but it also offers the ability to create slideshows with captions, and to 

associate images with a location on a map. 

 

Empressr - http://www.empressr.com/ Full featured tool with uploads for images, audio, slide 

controls for transitions, timing. Has built in tools to record audio or video to add to slides. Many 

ways to share final presentation. 

 

Spresent - http://www.spresent.com/ Offers a PowerPoint like editor all in a web site. Import 

images (desktop, flickr), upload a PPT, movies from YouTube, audio via URL, use templates, etc. 

Audio can be synced to slides. 

 

Slideshare / Slidecasts - http://www.slideshare.net It's YouTube for PowerPoint. Upload 

Powerpoint/Keynote/PDF content and converts to Flash easily embedded in other web sites. 

Provide a URL for an audio track, and you can sync it to create an audio narrated "slidecast". 

 

Zentation - http://zentation.com/ Might be called a mashup- it allows upload of Powerpoint files 

to Slideshare and synchronization to video uploaded to Google video. 

 

Zoho Show - http://show.zoho.com/ Part of the Zoho suite of online productivity tools, Zoho 

Show provides a clean PowerPoint like interface for creating slide shows. Or you can directly 

import a PPT file (< 10 Mb) and publish without any extra work. 

 

Vcasmo - http://www.vcasmo.com/ Synchronize a series of image slides to a video soundtrack. 

Import video from YouTube or upload. Includes tools to enable other language captioning and 

Creative Commons licenses. 

 



MyPlick - http://myplick.com/ Upload a presentation file (PPT or PDF) and an audio file, use the 

sync tools, and create an audio narrated slideshow / presentation. One of the best interfaces for 

syncing audio to slides. 

 

Google Presenter - http://docs.google.com The Google Tool provides import of PPT files, and a 

clean editing interface. Presentations can be live shared with invited others or published. 

 

WebSlides - http://slides.diigo.com/ Something really different. Turn a list of web sites 

(bookmarked) into a nicely presented web slide show. Notes can be added, content can be 

tagged, and it has an audio track. 

 

Slideboom - http://www.slideboom.com/ Upload powerpoint files and have animations and other 

effects too! Also appears to bring in audio from original powerpoints. Very easy to use. 

 

SlideRocket - http://sliderocket.com/ Powerful slide show creator; imports PowerPoint, uses 

themes, can add builds, transitions, timer slide advances, include video, attach audio for entire 

presentation or per slide, flash in slides, publish as public or with password access. 

 

280 slides - http://280slides.com. Online presentation tool with features similar to Keynote; can 

import Powerpoint, has its own themes, can publish to web or directly to Slideshare. Can add 

video, but not audio. 

 

Prezi - http://prezi.com. A most unique presentation tool that provides dramatic levels of pan, 

rotation, and zoom. Sequencing allows for a unique way to connect pieces of a story. 

 

Ahead - http://ahead.com. Very similar to prezi for being an infinte canvas, offers images, video, 

and audio media types, linking between scenes, and very fine grained control. 

 

SlideSix - http://slidesix.com/. online slideshow maker. 



SlideSix - Multimedia Presentation Sharing : Online presentation creation and sharing. Edit, and 

share your PowerPoint (PPT), OpenOffice (ODP), and Keynote presentations. 

 

 

Ferramentas para animação 

 

Dvolver Movie Maker - http://www.dfilm.com/live/mm.html  

 

Toondo - Cartoons creation - http://www.toondo.com  

 

Kerpoof - Kerpoof's multimedia software is used by kids worldwide to create original artwork, 

animated movies, stories, greeting cards and more. The site is meant to be fun, but we're serious 

about its educational value. Elementary and middle school teachers can use Kerpoof in many 

ways to enhance classroom activities while meeting a range of educational standards. 

http://www.kerpoof.com/ + http://www.kerpoof.com/teach 

 

Lego Digital Designer: Virtual Building Software - http://ldd.lego.com/default.aspx 

 

Memmoc - http://memoov.com/ online animation creator with voice over. 

 

GoAnimate - http://www.goanimate.com/ create cartoon-based stories. 

 

Aniboom - http://www.aniboom.com/ online animation tool 

 

Voki: Create Animation Version of yourself: Voki enables users to express themselves on the web in their 

own voice using a talking character. You can customize your Voki to look like you or take on the 

identity of lots of other types of characters: animals, monsters, anime etc. Your Voki can speak 

with your own voice which is added via microphone, upload, or phone. 

Alpoy: Avatar Creator and Animator: Alpoy is a site where you can easily create and animate 

avatars. Create avatars from your photos, resize and rotate images. Then, edit your avatar, make 

them personal. 



 

Ferramentas para criar/partilhar histórias no Flickr  

Flickr Tell a Story in 5 Frames - http://flickr.com/groups/visualstory/ "Tell a Story in 5 Frames 

has two important parts. The first part is creating and telling a story through visual means with 

only a title to help guide the interpretation. The second part is the response of the group to the 

visual story." 

 

Flickr Six Word Story - http://www.flickr.com/groups/sixwordstory/ is "a photo with a Six Word 

Story in the title section of a Flickr photo. Be as inventive as possible. Have those few words tell 

the whole tale, and let the picture be its visual interpretation." 

 

Flicktion - http://www.flickr.com/photos/tags/flicktion/ Flickr+Fiction = Flicktion. Take any 

single image and write a short story built around that image. Save in flickr with the tag "flicktion". 

 

Linking Flickr Notes - http://flickr.com/photos/cogdog/269039506/ Using any set of flickr 

photos, you can link them together via hypertext links embedded into flickr notes - the popups 

that appear when rolling over an image. You could weave a story together linked linearly or 

branching, by using these "hotspots" on images. 

 

Pictures with Stories Flickr Group - http://www.flickr.com/groups/stories/ "Your photograph 

must be accompanied by a story. The story must be at least five sentences long and MUST be 

true - no poems or fiction please. Tell us something about your photograph, why you took it, the 

story behind the photograph." This is a loose fit in the 50s as it is more aimed at sharing te 

thoughts behind a picture. 

 

 

Ferramentas para sketch/comics/cartoons 

Gnomz - http://en.gnomz.com/ This is a fairly low level tool that will not create any visual 

masterpieces, but there is an interesting challenge in trying to compose with a limited tool set. It 



creates those pixel flat icon like figures. You create a cartoon avatar, and you pull from a library 

of others, and enter their speech or thought bubbles, as well as select backgrounds. The site is a 

bit challenging to figure out since it is in French, but click the flag in the top right to toggle the 

site to English. 

 

ComicsSketch - http://www.mainada.net/comics/ A tool for people who can actually draw! 

Create all content via pen and color tools. 

 

Toondoo - http://www.toondo.com. Create your own 1, 2, or 3 panel cartoons using a library of 

cartoons, text bubbles. Images can be uploaded and manipulated with simple tools.  

 

Kerpoof - http://www.kerpoof.com/. Now owned by Disney, Kerpoof is a fun to use cartoon tools 

with stock shapes and character bubbles, but can also be used to create movies, cards, t-shirts, 

and more.  

 

Bubblr - http://www.pimpampum.net/bubblr/ Pick flickr photos by tag or user name and put on 

a timeline, overlay bubbles with text. 

 

Comiqs - http://comiqs.com/ Turn photos, "doodles", and text into a multipane comic strip with 

a real comic book like style (does almost the same result as desktop ComicLife). Import photos 

from flickr or upload from desktop. Add bubbles, text. 

 

PikiStrips - http://www.comeeko.com/ Make comic strips from your own photos using standard 

sets of frames. Apply PhotoShop like effects to images. Add speech bubbles and other "goodies". 

 

Pixton - http://www.pixton.com/ Create simple or complex comics using characters, scenes, 

objects. All objects are highly editable, and characters can be moved into almost any pose. A 

future feature will allow animations to be created.  



FlockDraw: A Seamless Realtime Collaborative Drawing Tool: Paint a simple masterpiece. Make a 

point visually. Do whatever you want. Do it together. Grab a tool. Pick a color. Draw something. 

Show a friend. Show the world. Share your vision - That is FlockDraw. 

Draw to: Draw Something and Share with your Friends : Simple webapp that allows anyone to 

create &amp; share disposable drawings quickly without the hassle of starting up external 

programs, saving &amp; uploading files, etc. It's intended for drawings done ''in the moment'' 

e.g. during an online conversation, either for fun or to help communicate when words aren't 

enough. It's 100% free no signup required. Supports all major browsers and sharing methods. 

Also supports iPhone/iPad/iPod touch. Uses HTML5. 

 

 

Ferramentas para criar jogos 

 

YoYo Games:Create your own games with the GameMaker: Do you want to develop computer games without 

spending countless hours learning how to become a programmer? Then you've come to the right 

place. Game Maker allows you to make exciting computer games, without the need to write a 

single line of code. 

 

 

 

Ferramentas para E-learning 

 

MuchEnough - Use your Webcam to Teach and Learn: MuchEnough is an online marketplace and meeting 

place for online instruction in any topic. 

 

Sympoz - Lifelong Learning Evolved: Sympoz offers a truly great educational experience online. Courses 

cover a wide range of topics including: Wine, Cooking, Personal Finance, Parenting. 

 

Voxy - Learn a Language from Life: Voxy is an innovative language-learning platform that seeks to solve 

the most vexing and pervasive problem for language students. That problem has a lot of fancy 

names (abandonment, lack of compliance, and persistence, just to name a few) but these are all 



code for one thing: most people who set out to learn a language stop studying and never actually 

learn. Voxy fixes that problem. Learn to talk about stuff that you care about most. And do it right 

on your phone. 

 

Sweetsearch - SweetSearch is a Search Engine for Students: Sweetsearch searches only the 35,000 Web sites 

that its staff of research experts and librarians and teachers have evaluated and approved. It 

constantly evaluate the search results and "fine-tune" them, by increasing the ranking of Web 

sites from organizations such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian, PBS and university 

Web sites. 

 

CapAlly - The Student Loan Marketplace: CapAlly has created a way for individuals, corporations, and 

educational institutions to invest in a student's future through a peer-to-peer micro-finance 

investment opportunity. 

 

GradeGuru - Note Sharing for Students: GradeGuru is a free knowledge sharing network where college 

students can share their study materials, engage in collaborative learning and get peer-feedback 

while building their online academic profiles for internships and career opportunities. 

GradeGuru’s university and class specific communities provide a relevant and intuitive social 

learning environment for thousands of students from over 300 universities. 

 

KnoteBooks - Anyone can Contribute. Everyone can Learn: Knotebooks is a unique approach to the open 

educational resource (OER) movement, providing users with the tools to create, collaborate on 

and share customized, self-guided physics lessons. Whether you are a student, teacher, 

professional or self-learner, you'll really enjoy being a part of this burgeoning educational 

community. 

 

Planbookedu - The Easier Way To Get Plans Done: Your plans are available anywhere and are simple to 

create. Attach files, Common Core Standards, print, export to Word or PDF, share with 

colleagues. 

 

GradeBook - Easy to use Online Gradebook for Teachers: LearnBoost’s product allows teachers to manage 

their classroom by offering an amazing gradebook and software for managing and creating lesson 



plans, tracking attendance, maintaining schedules, integrating calendars including Google 

calendars, seamless tagging of Common Core State Standards, and so much more. 

 

E-Learning Community - E-Learning Community 2.0:  eLearningCommunity is a marketplace for Internet 

Entrepreneurs to grow their info business to the next level by leveraging the power of social 

networking offered by Web 2.0. It offers FREE-TO-USE platform for Internet Entrepreneurs to 

create, host and promote their eCourse - info products and services through learn-on-demand, 

live coaching and real-time conferencing. 

 

TwistyNoodle - Coloring Pages and Handwriting Practice Worksheets: Twisty Noodle has thousands of free 

coloring pages and handwriting practice worksheets that you can customize and print. They work 

with top illustrators, artists, and licensed image libraries to offer the most unique selection of 

coloring pages and handwriting practice worksheets on the internet. 

 

Kidopo - Making Kids Happier: Kidopo offers an innovative coloring application for coloring pages, which 

simulates a real coloring experience. Other sections of the sites are kids printables, games and 

craft videos. 

 

Schoology - Your Digital Classroom: Schoology is a free web-based learning management system (LMS) 

built on a social network. Schoology leverages the familiarity of popular social media tools to 

improve communication and collaboration. 

 

Twiducate - Social Network For School: Twiducate is a free resource for educators. The goal is to create a 

medium for teachers and students to continue their learning outside the classroom. The service 

attempt to fill a need for a more educationally focused, safe venue for teachers, schools, and 

home learners in a social networking environment. 

 

Quizinator - e-Learning tool for Teachers, Instructors, and Homeschoolers: Create, Store, and Print worksheets, 

studysheets, exams and quizzes online. Designed specifically for teachers, instructors, and 

homeschoolers. 

 



GroupTable - Manage Group Projects &amp; Study Groups: GroupTable is a web-based software and success 

network developed specifically to help student groups improve document management, project 

planning and communication. 

 

Befter - Share Before and After Pictures: Who you were yesterday, it's not who you are right now. Afraid of 

the dark when you were a child, but now you like it when the lights go low? Not so good at maths, 

and suddenly became an astro-physician? Changes are part of our lives and part of everything. 

Befter is here, so it can look at the differences between past and present, between what was then 

and what is now. 

 

Startups - Your Business. Your Questions: At Startups.com you will find your business question answered 

within minutes. Useful answers, fast and free. 

 

AnyBodyOutThere - Post a thought, and start Talking: AnybodyOutThere help users easily find other like-

minded people to chat without first having to search through numerous forums and endless 

chatroom wastelands. The site connects individual users based on their thoughts and interests 

with people outside of their social circle of friends. 

 

GameClassroom - Game Platform for Kids: Game Classroom is a one-stop web destination for accessing 

high-quality educational games, and homework help for K-6 students. Game Classroom offers 

math games, homework help, worksheets and more. It is a great site for kids, parents and 

teachers. 

 

Woopid - Watch It - Learn It: Watch free technology training videos. Get help and answer your computer 

and gadget questions with thousands of video tutorials for PCs, Macs, and tons of different 

applications. 

 

TypingWeb - Learn to Type Online: TypingWeb is a free online typing tutor &amp; keyboarding tutorial for 

typists of all ages. All skill levels will benefit from TypingWeb's free keyboarding lessons. 

 

Raylit - Fun Educational Online Platform for Kids: Raylit is an effort to achieve that objective. It has been 

specifically designed for 3-7 year old kids in preschool, kindergarten and first grade, taking into 



account their mental and physical development. Raylit features a healthy balance of learning and 

entertainment interwoven together into an interactive and engaging personalized experience for 

each kid. 

 

EkoLoko - Ecological Virtual Environment for Kids: Ekoloko is a educational, virtual community where kids 

discover the world, virtual and real, through fun games and quests, while absorbing the values, 

knowledge and skills that will help them become more responsible and involved individuals. 

 

uTutti - Web Based Music Teacher Office Assistant: uTutti is an online program created with one overall goal 

in mind: save music teachers time and energy so they can get back to teaching. uTutti allows you 

to streamline the administrative aspects of your program so you can focus on the education of 

your students. Take control of your program by managing student contact info, parent 

communication, inventory, finances, fees, fundraisers, calendars, group email, grades, 

classes/groups, and more. 

 

Lectr - The Knowledge Sharing Community: Watch full university lectures at Lectr.com - for free. You can 

also watch knowledge based videos on lots of other school subjects. 

 

Tolingo - Professional Translation Services: tolingo is an online translation plattform offering a faster and 

more direct service than traditional translation agencies. It efficiently connects costumers who 

need a translation with the best matching translators all over the world - with the best quality 

guaranteed 

 

JamLegend.com - Music Gaming Unleashed: JamLegend lets you play a rocking guitar game online for 

free. It features a limitless song library, massive multiplayer, tournaments and social features. 

Like the games Guitar Hero and Rock Band, JamLegend simulates the thrill of rocking out for a 

sold out crowd while enabling features never before available in console games. 

 

Notely - Student Organization Made Easy: Notely is a collection of online tools designed to help all you 

crazy busy students out there to organize your hectic lives. Whether you're in University, College 

or High School Notely has the tools to help you get organized and achieve better grades. 

 



Plinky - Create Inspired Content on the Web: Plinky makes it easy for you to create inspired content. Every 

day it'll provide a prompt (i.e. a question or challenge) and you answer. Pllinky makes it simple to 

add rich media and share your answers on Facebook, Twitter and blogs. 

 

Busuu - The Language Learning Community: busuu is a free online community for learning languages. You 

can directly connect with other members of the community in order to practice your language 

skills with an integrated video chat. Additionally, you have free access to photo based learning 

material covering more than 100 different topics. 

 

KIDOZ - A Kids Browser: The KIDOZ browser is a protected environment made for young kids that 

enables children to surf sites ,watch videos and play games. The system blocks links, scripts and 

any other attempts that lead to sites and content which have not been approved, preventing them 

being viewed by the children. 

 

WePapers - Creating the World's Biggest Study-Group: WePapers helps students and others share and expand 

their knowledge. You can find and download the papers and documents you need in a matter of 

seconds, discuss them with others, or just mess around. 

 

MiddleSpot - Where Search Meets Research: Collect relevant websites, links, images, videos, files, widgets, 

and just about anything in one central spot, access it from anywhere, or even embed it in another 

website. You can annotate, cluster, layer, pan, resize, tweet and share the content you've 

collected. A mashtab makes a great start page or personal collection of interests. 

 

Eduslide - Create and Deliver your own E-learning: Eduslide offers either a public learning content 

management system (LCMS) to create, upload and control access to e-learning content, or a 

download of the open source version. 

 

Bojam - Mix, Record and Collaborate: Bojam is an online music collaboration service connecting 

musicians to mix, record, and collaborate to produce original or popular music. Bojam open-

sourcing all aspects of the music creation process, including a wiki-style platform for adding song 

info, lyrics, and instrument tabs. 

 



Shidonni - Bring your Pet Sketch to Life: Sihidonni is an innovative startup, developing a software based 

online imaginary world for kids. Shidonni provides a virtual universe, where kids and their parents 

can create their own imaginary world, play &amp; share games, have fun and interact with each 

other in a friendly, non-violent environment. 

 

Beanbag - Personalised Learning: Beanbag connects parents and students to tutors without the 

middleman. It's also a great place to find &amp;amp; share videos, websites and other stuff that 

helps with school. 

 

My Happy Planet - Learn a Language. Make Friends. Have Fun: MyHappyPlanet is an online community for 

people who are passionate about learning languages. With MyHappyPlanet, you can practice 

speaking with a native speaker, learn more about other cultures, and make friends with people 

anywhere in the world. 

 

Tikatok - Imagine a Story. Create a Book: Tikatok is a community for children to write illustrate and publish 

a real book. With Tikatok, becoming a published author is easy. Just write a story, illustrate it and 

order as many copies as you want. Tikatok features a suite of free teacher tools and has seen 

over 1000 teachers register to run bookmaking projects in their classrooms. 

 

Songsterr - Sing and Play Guitar Online: Songsterr is a guitar service offering extraordinary experience of 

playing, learning, and singing guitar online. Songsterr provides a realistic guitar sound and gives 

you a full control over the playback - it's up to you to decide when it's time to move to the next 

chord and to sing a new verse. 

 

uTipu - Capture and Share PC know-how: uTIPu strives to become the easiest-to-use know-how capturing 

and idea sharing social network service. The product and service enable people to record their 

activities on PCs as videos and share them as help tips with one another (hence the name uTIPu, 

as you-TIP-you). 

 

Talk Lessons - Find A Local Instructor: TakeLessons is America's premier network of certified, professional 

instructors for leisure activities such as music lessons, dance classes, vocal coaching, painting, 

languages, personal training, and yoga. If you're interested in having fun and learning something 



new, then this is the place for you. All types of students are welcome: everyone from the hobbyist 

to the professional, beginner to advanced. 

 

Edmodo - Communication Platform for Education: Edmodo creating free online tools for the education 

community. The first one is a communications tool for Schools, Teachers, Students, and parents 

for use in classroom. 

 

Knowtes - The Place to Study: Knowtes is a flashcard-based learning community. By adding a card to 

your Knowtes memory, it becomes due at optimized intervals. The Knowtes Adaptive Learning 

Engine then adjusts how frequently you have to study cards in your memory based on how well 

you do on them. 

 

FreeScreencast - Free ScreenCast Host: With FreeScreencast you can make screencasting simple from 

beginning to end. Record your screen, upload, and share with ease. No special skills required. 

 

SpanishPod - Learn Spanish on your Terms: SpanishPod is a language training service. It works by taking 

the best of the traditional classroom, and recreating it around the needs and lifestyle of the 

student, with all the improvements that technology allows. 

 

GlobalScholar - Empowering the World to Learn: GlobalScholar offers a unique online tutoring platform, 

where parents and students can safely connect with trusted educators who provide one-on-one 

tutoring, homework help or self-paced learning.  

 

Babbel - Learn New Languages Online: With Babbel you can learn words and phrases in foreign 

languages and connect with people from all over the world. Practica on your own with our 

intuitive online lessons or find a study partner in the international Babbel community. 

 

YacaPaca! - Management for Teachers and Students: With YacaPaca users can create quizzes, surveys, 

tests,and more. Discover modify and share assessments.Set work for the whole class with a few 

mouse clicks, and analyse with tools that improve your teaching. 

 

italki - Language Exchange and Learning Community: italki is a language exchange and learning community. 



It's main goal is to help people learn languages. With italki you can find language exchange 

partners, ask questions, and get them answered. It is a directory of language learning resources 

with multiple language support. 

 

MoshiMonsters - Adopt A Monster: Visitors to MoshiMonsters can adopt their very own pet Monster, give 

it a name and design its color scheme. Each Monster has a lively personality that develops the 

more it is played with. Monster owners can make new friends and connect with existing friends 

through a wide variety of safe social networking features such as Monster blogs, Newsfeeds, 

pinboards and buddy lists. 

 

Palabea - The Speaking World: As an international community, palabea connects people around the 

world who share the same interest in learning languages and discovering different cultures. 

 

MindBites - The Place to Learn what others know: MindBites is your place on the web to learn directly from 

other real people and share what you know with the world. A self-publishing platform and social 

marketplace for instructional content, MindBites enables people to share their unique knowledge, 

skills and passions through audio and video lessons, earning money for themselves or for charity. 

 

Graspr - Sharing the Wealth of Knowledge: Graspr is a social media and learning company building an 

interactive, online community that enables people to connect and share their life experiences and 

expertise with people who are seeking it. The community is built around topic-specific videos in a 

variety of interest categories, such as health &amp;amp; fitness, home &amp;amp; garden, 

crafts, sports, and many more. 

 

Livemocha - The Social way to Learn a Language: Livemocha is an online language-learning community. 

With fun and interactive lessons that move at the right pace for you. You can access their team of 

passionate language tutors and start track your progress to reach your goals. 

 

Mango - An Online Language-learning System: Mango is a free enterprise language learning course online 

service. Eleven courses are now available in Mango beta release. Each course has 100 lessons 

available. 

 



Sclipo - Broadcast your Skills: Sclipo is a website to share videos about everyday knowledge among 

everyday people. Sclipo makes finding them that little bit easier in the current tidal wave of online 

video content, but keeps the whole process dynamic, fun, and completely user generated and 

assessed. 

 

Udutu - Online Course Authoring: Udutu is an online collaborative elearning tool. his system is perfect for 

corporate trainers, software trainers, human resource managers, orientation trainers, etc. You 

can provide orientation training for new staff, brief managers on new product launches, create 

simulations for customers, provide customer or patient training, offer online learning 

opportunities for customers, or create preparation courses for face to face training, post training 

support resources, quick reference modules, etc. 

 

Book a Lesson - Student-Instructor Schedules Management: Book a Lesson allows you to enhance your lesson 

experience by giving instant access to your favorite instructors and their schedules. No waiting for 

voice-mail, callbacks, dropped cell phone calls and other annoyances of the old ways. Book A 

Lesson is like having your instructors schedule in your hands at all times. 

 

BuddySchool - A Platform for People who want to Study or Tutor Online.: BuddySchool is an opened education 

platform. The main assignment of the platform is to establish and to maintain contact between a 

tutor and a student. The service gives the teachers both opportunity to represent their offer and 

number of functions supporting the education process and settlement. The platform offers also 

other helping functions such as lesson reminder, the notebook, chat with the possibility of saved 

session edition, the calendar, message system, grade system, the possibility of keeping a few 

profiles by the teachers or students. 

 

WiZiQ - Anyone can teach and learn live, online: WiZiQ is a free online collaboration platform for teachers 

and students: - Build teacher and member profiles, network and interact - Collaborate for 

synchronous teaching and learning through the virtul Classroom - Upload and share tutorials - 

Use the Virtual Classroom with external LMS like Modle - Access recorded sessions for 

asynchronous learning. 

 

Active Allowance - Teaching Kids Dollars and Sense: Active Allowance is a revolutionary web service that 



helps you create a thoughtful and sustainable allowance and responsibilities system for your kids. 

Active Allowance provide easy-to-use online tools and an easy-to-maintain process to help you 

teach your kids, as part of everyday life, about responsibility, values, making choices and 

appreciating things. 

 

FootNote - Access Millions of Original Documents - Most Never Seen on the Web Before: At Footnote you can view 

some of the most exciting original source documents available for the first time on the internet. 

Easily explore historic documents and photos in fine detail. Easily detail people, places &amp; 

dates you find. Write about what you find &amp; let others in on your discovery. 

 

eLearning4Kids - Opening Doors to Education Worldwide: Children from 5-12 build and improve basic skills 

with the best quality e-learning courseware. Parents and educators have a pre-screened source of 

articles, research and related links. 

 

Elgg - An open source, learning landscape platform: It is all about building up your own personal space, a 

personal record of all your work and experience, an aggregation of all content important to you - 

customised the way you want. 

 

VisualThesaurus - A tool for people who think visually: New York-based Thinkmap, Inc. develops and markets 

software that uses visualization to facilitate communication, learning, and discovery. 

Visualthesaurus specialize in user interfaces and visualization mechanisms that allow end-users 

to more effectively browse and understand complex information. 

 

 

Ferramentas para criar timelines 

 

OurStory - http://www.ourstory.com/ Write a 'story' which is what happened on a date in time, 

add pictures, video, and OurSotry creates a timeline. Imports flickr photos. 

 

Xtimeline - http://xtimeline.com/ Powerful and well designed timeline. Attach images or embed 

media to any entry, provide source info (for historical timelines?), tags. Can import data from 



Excel/CSV files. Several users report uneven performance, data loss. 

Preceden:The Easiest Way to Make a Timeline: Preceden is a free web application that lets you 

make timelines. 

 

 

Outras ferramentas online 

 

Aviary:Design Everything within your Browser: Aviary is a suite of powerful creative applications that you can 

use right in your web browser. It makes creation accessible to artists of all genres, from graphic 

design to audio editing. Sign up for an account today to start creating, sharing, and collaborating 

with our community of artists. 

Creaza - Creative Suite of Tools : Creaza offers an engaging suite of online tools where kids can 

use their imagination by creating, publishing and sharing digital stories. 

Compversions - Designers: Get Feedback. Simply: Compversions allows your clients to easily view 

multiple versions/revisions of each design/mockup/comp/photo. 

Pegby - Get Stuff Done More Efficiently: Pegby is a browser-based productivity app that emulates 

''pegging'' cards onto a constantly updating board. Make plans and list ''to-dos'' with the ability to 

customize according to taste. Share all your data seamlessly and in realtime. The tool is very 

easy & fun to use, but also scalable to manage even the most robust projects. 

Mokk me - Mobile Web App Mocks: With Mokk.me you can easily create mobile web app mocks 

you can share, test on multiple platforms, and use in production. 

Basno - Self-Expression Objectified: Basno provide organizations and individuals a platform to 

create, track and manage the supply of digital goods and equip users with the information they 

need to evaluate those goods and then the tools they need to claim, store and display them. 

TrulyTag - Lost And Found Made Easy: TurlyTag provides services that address the human side of 

identity protection. The TurlyTag system is expert service that handles the identification and 



logistics required to get back personal valuables and valued possessions when they are lost and 

found, maintaining the owner’s privacy throughout the process. 

JobSpice - Build and Share your Resume: JobSpice is a resume builder that can help you quickly 

design and share a professional resume. You can also import information from your Linkedin 

account. 

SimplyBookMe - Online Reservation Tool for Facebook: A simple to setup web booking application 

that can also be easily installed on company Facebook fanpages where Fans can directly make 

their appointment bookings. 

Minutes io - Get something out of your Meetings: minutes.io is the quickest way to take notes and 

shoot them around as soon as your call/meeting ends. No signup, no ads, it's free and you can 

use it without an internet connection. 

VibeDeck - Sell Direct to Fan : A free direct-to-fan platform for creative artists and their fans. 

Create a professional artist page in seconds with an edit-in-place interface, then simply connect 

your PayPal account to VibeDeck and receive your money instantly when you make a sale. 

Bre ad - Spread Your Idea: Bre.ad allows you to customize your own digital billboard to 

recommend anything you want. Some bakers choose to promote their personal brand; others like 

to recommend their favorite things. 

FlipSnack - Make Beautiful Flipping Books: FlipSnack is an online flipping book software that 

allows you to convert PDF documents into Flash page flip digital publications. It's the ideal 

solution for those who wish to embed a book, magazine, catalog, newspaper, portfolio or any 

other kind of document into a website or blog. 

MuchEnough - Use your Webcam to Teach and Learn: MuchEnough is an online marketplace and 

meeting place for online instruction in any topic. 

Vayable - Let The Locals Guide You: Vayable is a marketplace for unique, local experiences. It 

connects independent travelers and local explorers with experts for custom, authentic and 

meaningful experiences. It’s exploring the world from the inside out. 



HelloThere - Get Noticed and Get Hired: HelloThere is the new way to get noticed and get hired. 

Introduce yourself to your next employer with personalized video pages. 

Penio - Simple Online Publising: Pen is the fastest way to publish content online. The tool allows 

you to quickly create beautiful text based pages in just seconds. The focus on Pen is all about the 

content. 

Readmeo - Read your Links Later : So much to read, so little time? Readmeo is a simple tool that 

allows you to save links for reading later. 

NextStyler - Wake up your Talent!: If you’re a fashion designer or just have a great idea upload 

your designs, vote and see your creations on Next Styler Shop. 

AdmantX - A Leap forward in Monetizing the Web: Using semantic technology, ADmantX 

interprets words and content, offers an increased visibility of web pages and conveys the feelings 

they transmit to readers. ADmantX puts into context around the people, places, brands and 

companies, things, ideas and concepts the content describes; it can also identify the sentiment, 

emotions, behaviors and motivations that the content elicits in readers. Together, these elements 

make for a rich and pinpointed match between content, emotion and online advertising. 

Sympoz - Lifelong Learning Evolved : Sympoz offers a truly great educational experience online. 

Courses cover a wide range of topics including: Wine, Cooking, Personal Finance, Parenting. 

startino - Free Online To-to List: Startino is online to-do list, which was built to help you organize 

your daily business. It’s a simple, yet powerful tool, which won’t get in the way of your googling. 

And it is free. 

Wuala - Secure Online Storage: Wuala is a free, simple and secure personal cloud storage and 

online collaboration tool. You can upload, securely share, discover and download images, videos, 

music and documents. 

Qwiki - The Information Experience: Qwiki, a revolutionary new search tool that enables you to 

discover more about a variety of topics through a unique and transformative audiovisual 

reference tool that we call a 'Qwiki'. Their mission is to provide a new way of searching for, and 

receiving information and content. 



AdsCaptcha - When Ads Meet Captcha: AdsCaptcha is a new online security and advertising tool 

that uses CAPTCHA authentication to spread branding messages while keeping consumers highly 

involved with the ads. 

Natter - The missing link between Twitter & Facebook: All your tweets are monitored by the Natter 

service and posted to Facebook. Every comment posted to this new Facebook post will be posted 

to Twitter. So you can follow your Facebook right from your favorite Twitter client. 

Yipit - All the Best New York Daily Deals: Get all the best Denver daily deals from Groupon, 

LivingSocial, Tippr in just one email that's filtered for the stuff you want. 

PlaceLocal - Automated Local Ad Creation and Sales: PlaceLocal app automates the process of 

creating, selling and managing rich custom display advertising. Using just a business name and 

address, the application can create a high quality custom ad in under one minute, thus removing 

the barrier for small businesses to advertise locally online. 

Cloudflare - Performance & Security for Any Website; CloudFlare brings the performance and 

security tools previously reserved for the Internet giants to the rest of the web for free. 

GeoPollster - Politics + Foursquare = GeoPollster GeoPollster uses Foursquare to combine politics 

with checkins. When you sign up for GeoPollster, you select which political party you currently 

support. Then each time you check in to a Foursquare venue, GeoPollster will count your checkin 

as a ''vote'' for that party. Votes are tallied to determine polling data for the venue, the city, the 

state, the nation, and even the venue’s category. 

iClippy - Your Local Clipboard Online: Clippy works by capturing the visuals from screen, camera, 

or scanner to an online clipboard without having to save the pictures to the local computer first. 

The images are immediately available for pasting into email, online document, blog, instant 

message, twitter, facebook, or any other number of resources. The images are also searchable 

both from the web and from the local sidebar. The images are automatically scaled down to the 

size that’s appropriate for online resources and as defined by the account type. 

A.I.type - Easier way to Type: A.I.type will make your writing experience easier, faster and better 

by completing your words and sentences while you are typing in any Windows application on your 

PC (MS word, Internet Explorer, Outlook, Skype etc.). 



Wibba - Discover and Share Cool Stuff with Friends: Wibba makes discovering and sharing 

products with friends quick and easy. Instead of trawling through websites endlessly and dragging 

yourself through stores, follow friends and trendsetters to find the best products around. Share 

products you love with others quickly and easily, build up your own archive of great products. 

Gridulator - Make Pixel Grids: A quick and easy grid calculator for pixel pros (and novices). 

Clue - An Easy Way to Test your Site Visitors: What if your website isn't working like you think it 

is? Does it seem like nobody's lingering on the home page, or finding their way to the blog? Get a 

Clue - Test out your pages and find out exactly what's sticking in people's minds. 

Boosket - Recommend Products on Facebook Pages: Boosket offers a new tool to promote and 

recommend products on Facebook fan pages. Reward your community with your latest product 

catalog, special offers, promotions or private sales. 

SimpleDiagrams - Create Simple Diagrams Quickly: SimpleDiagrams is a small desktop 

application that helps you express your ideas quickly and simply. There's just enough 

functionality to describe a thought or capture a process. SimpleDiagrams keeps the visual 

expression clear through the simple design of library items and backgrounds. 

ANTETYPE - Prototyping and Design Application for User Interface Designers: NTETYPE is a 

design application that supports user interface designers at every step of their work. Design 

beautiful interfaces, invent new widgets, style them and put it all together in an interactive 

prototype. 

AnswerGarden - Plant a Question, Grow Answers : AnswerGarden is a minimalistic feedback tool. 

Use it as a tool for online brainstorming or embed it on your website or blog as a poll or 

guestbook. 

Join.me - Free Screen Sharing: Get your people together without getting your people together. 

Share a single screen so everybody’s on the same page. You don’t need a plane, a projector or a 

sandwich platter. Just gather at join.me to meet. 



Twitume - Propulse your Resume on Twitter: With Twitume you can create, modify and publish 

your resume on Twitter. It's a simple web application with the target : Expend your network and 

touch all your twitter contact. 

Resizer.co - Painless Image Resize API : Painless image resizing on the fly. It lets you dynamically 

resize and improve your images on the fly by just calling a URL string. 

PopFeedback - Quick Way To Learn About Your Customers : Getting feedback for your website 

can be a pain, especially because survey response rates are normally low. Pop Feedback solves 

this problem. It is a web application that provides you the tools to create short one-question 

surveys that show up on the bottom right hand corner of a specified page on your website. Since 

the surveys created from Pop Feedback are so short and easy for the customer to fill out, 

response rates are much higher. 

Gantto - Presentable Gantt Charts : Import MS Project files and turn them into presentable 

timelines in minutes or use Gantto to create full fledged project plans from scratch. Gantto makes 

it easy to navigate through a complex project plan, zoom into the details or zoom out for a 

summary using Gantto’s extensive set of view management features. 

Sweetsearch - SweetSearch is a Search Engine for Students : Sweetsearch searches only the 

35,000 Web sites that its staff of research experts and librarians and teachers have evaluated 

and approved. It constantly evaluate the search results and "fine-tune" them, by increasing the 

ranking of Web sites from organizations such as the Library of Congress, the Smithsonian, PBS 

and university Web sites. 

CapAlly - The Student Loan Marketplace : CapAlly has created a way for individuals, corporations, 

and educational institutions to invest in a student's future through a peer-to-peer micro-finance 

investment opportunity. 

GradeGuru - Note Sharing for Students : GradeGuru is a free knowledge sharing network where 

college students can share their study materials, engage in collaborative learning and get peer-

feedback while building their online academic profiles for internships and career opportunities. 

GradeGuru’s university and class specific communities provide a relevant and intuitive social 

learning environment for thousands of students from over 300 universities. 



KnoteBooks - Anyone can Contribute. Everyone can Learn : Knotebooks is a unique approach to 

the open educational resource (OER) movement, providing users with the tools to create, 

collaborate on and share customized, self-guided physics lessons. Whether you are a student, 

teacher, professional or self-learner, you'll really enjoy being a part of this burgeoning educational 

community. 

Planbookedu - The Easier Way To Get Plans Done : Your plans are available anywhere and are 

simple to create. Attach files, Common Core Standards, print, export to Word or PDF, share with 

colleagues. 

GradeBook - Easy to use Online Gradebook for Teachers : LearnBoost’s product allows teachers 

to manage their classroom by offering an amazing gradebook and software for managing and 

creating lesson plans, tracking attendance, maintaining schedules, integrating calendars 

including Google calendars, seamless tagging of Common Core State Standards, and so much 

more. 

WeePlaces - FourSquare Visualization: WeePlaces visualize your movements across towns, 

regions, or nationally. 

PrintWhatYouLike - Eco Friendly Web Printing : Tired of printing web pages only to find your 

printout is full of ads, empty space and other junk you don't want? PrintWhatYouLike is a free 

online editor that lets you format any web page for printing. 

Rule fm - Simplify your Business with one Application : Why work it when you can rule it? People, 

projects, documents & more. Making productivity accessible, affordable, reliable and fun. 

CloudCanvas - A Creative Suite in the Browser : CloudCanvas enables creative people to make 

digital art, design and other rich media right in the web browser. 

Tabfusion - Facebook Tab Applications for your Profile and Fan Pages: Tabfusion offers a host of 

Facebook Tab apps ranging from standalone apps with independent functionality to apps that are 

designed to integrate other popular websites (Ex. Flickr, Twitter, YouTube etc.) into the user's 

profiles and fan pages. 



NorthSocial - Powerfully Simple Facebook Applications: Easy-to-use applications that enable 

anyone to quickly create & manage a custom Facebook page. 

Poyozo - Personal Diary System : Poyozo gives you your own data back by downloading the 

information you'rife with simple visualizations that you can use every day.e currently giving to the 

web on to your own computer. You can opt-in to importing your data from Facebook, Twitter, 

Foursquare, Last.fm, Google Calendar, any email service, any RSS feed, Flickr, Wesabe, Listit, 

Skydeck, Dopplr, your Firefox browsing history, the local weather, and your location, allowing you 

to access all of this personal data as easily as the companies that run these services can. 

Static520 - FBML App Made Simple : Static 520 Template Creator gives an easy way to 

implement the FBML app for Facebook. Static 520 can host your photos, videos, and content 

and creates an easy way to optimize your Facebook FBML app. 

Pagemodo - Design A Facebook Page : An online Facebook marketing tools that helps any 

company to present themselves and their products on their Facebook fan page, without any 

technical or graphic skills needed! 

Bounce - Share Ideas with Co-workers and Friends : A little app that lets people quickly add 

feedback to any webpage and toss that back and fourth with other people. 

SimpleGeo - Location is Here, Make it Simple : SimpleGeo is a fast possible way to start building 

and leveraging location features for your apps. 

Klout - The Standard for Influence : Klout tracks the impact of your opinions, links and 

recommendations across your social graph. It collects data about the content you create, how 

people interact with that content and the size and composition of your network. From there, it 

analyzes the data to find indicators of influence and then provide you with innovative tools to 

interact with and interpret the data. 

TaskRabbit - Social-based Task Helping : TaskRabbit is about solving an age-old problem: there is 

never enough time in the day to get it all done. TaskRabbit harness the power that has always 

existed in a community to get real things done. Leveraging the latest technology and the social 

networking paradigm, TaskRabbit is building trust and blurring the lines between and on-and 

offline community. 



PandaForm - Application Form Made Easy : Pandaform gives people a tool to create, track, and 

process forms. You can just click to create forms, and then the database, backend and script will 

be automatically generated. PandaForm can let you keep track of submitted forms easily, such 

as invite a user to edit a previously submitted form; define the approval process, etc. 

Tabzon - In-Out Board, Staff Status and Availability : Tabzon is a free, easy to use tool that helps 

you keep track of your co-workers' whereabouts and status. It works in real-time from your web 

browser. 

PrivacyDefender - Facebook Privacy Setting App : Are Facebook's privacy settings leaving you 

exposed? Protect your private information with PrivacyDefender - an easy to use tool that 

automatically configures your Facebook privacy settings. All you need to do is select your desired 

level of privacy protection and PrivacyDefender does the rest. 

Skylight - Web-based Tools to improve your Business Life : Web app that provides business tools 

to manage contacts, resources, scheduling, tasks, projects, invoices and collaboration all in one 

app. 

SpicyNodes - Visual way to guide Site Visitors : SpicyNodes will do more than organize your web 

site. It will entice visitors to explore and savor the experience of visiting your site - allowing them 

to scan large quantities of information and linger over the details important to them. 

TwentyFeet:Check your Track: TwentyFeet is a service that will help you keep track of your social 

media activities and monitor your results. The service aggregates metrics from different services, 

thus giving you the full picture of what happens with the content you post on the web - all in one 

place.. TwentyFeet shows your social media and web metrics from: Twitter, Facebook, bit.ly, 

YouTube, RSS, etc. 

Skilltesting:Software Developer Vetting Platform : SkillTesting is the ultimate software developer 

vetting platform. Test, select, and vet multiple candidates’ technical skills using one of our tests, 

or create your own. With SkillTesting, it’s never been easier to find out how technical your 

candidates really are. 



Perq:Automate Leave Requests : Perq is a tool for leave management. For managing leave policy, 

allowances, requests and approvals, benefit levels, and notifications, Perq is the easy and 

enjoyable solution. 

Soluto:Anti-Frustration Software : Soluto’s goal is to bring an end to the frustrations PC users 

encounter. Soluto harnesses the power of the crowd to learn which actions really eliminate 

frustrations and improve user experience, and leverages this user wisdom for the benefit of all PC 

users. By using Soluto’s software, you’re putting a whole community of PC power-users at your 

desk to help you improve your PC experience.  

Foodical:What are you eating? : Foodical is the social tool that allows you to share what you’re 

eating with your friends. Track your calories consumption, using Foodical automatic calories 

calculator. 

Gpanion:Your Google Apps Companion : The easiest way to work with your Google Apps from 

your home, office, everywhere. Use Gpanion on your Computer, iPad, iPhone, mobile, and 

television.  

Quizinator:e-Learning tool for Teachers, Instructors, and Homeschoolers : Create, Store, and 

Print worksheets, studysheets, exams and quizzes online. Designed specifically for teachers, 

instructors, and homeschoolers.  

Codeita:Cloud Based Web Development App : Codeita is a cloud-based web development suite 

for website owners, designers and programmers. It allows users to code, develop, brainstorm, 

communicate and then publish projects and files to your web server. No more hassles with 

backups and syncing your laptop with your desktop. Or your personal laptop with your business 

laptop. Complete with code highlighting, local/live editing, project sharing, image editing and 

more. 

Touchoo:iPhone eBooks for Kids : Touchoo is a publishing house for quality interactive eBook for 

toddlers and children. The service aims is to combine the beauty in traditional children’s books 

with the intuitiveness and flexibility of touch screen technology. The book apps not only offer fun 

for children – and a moment of peace for parents – but also serve as a tool to stimulate and 

develop a child in many ways. 



Inslices:Save and Share what Matters: Inslices helps you to collect, share and organize relevant 

web pages selections while surfing.  

Wiffiti:Feed Your Screen : Wiffiti publishes real time messages to screens in thousands of 

locations from jumbotrons to jukeboxes, bars to bowling alleys and cafes to colleges. You can 

interact with Wiffiti from your mobile phone or the web. 

ThinkFold:Real-time Thinking. For Groups : ThinkFold's structured environment helps groups 

collaborate on ideas, documents, presentations and plans. Put an end to endless emails, 

multiple document versions, unstructured wiki pages and confusing planning tools with a simple, 

yet powerful and flexible structured thinking tool. 

Boxoh:Package Tracking Simplified : Universal Package Tracking for people and businesses.  

Talki:An Easy Way to Embed a Forum : Now you can embed a forum just like a YouTube video. 

Your forum will be integrated with Facebook, Twitter, Google, and other services so members can 

skip registration. Turn passive blog and content readers into participating members, contributing 

content. 

SocialVisor:Twitter &amp; Facebook Desktop Client : SocialVisor is the tool for people who want 

to communicate with their contacts, without putting everything else on hold. 

Getwapps:Discover, Organize and Access your Favorite Sites: Getwapps is imagined as your 

central place on web. You can find applications &amp; sites at Getwapps, add your own apps 

&amp; sites, organize them into visual quick lists and easily access them. 

PostUp:World's Best Tweeters: PostUp makes Twitter more relevant for everyone. It gives a fast 

and easy way for everyone to find the best tweets and tweeters in the world, and for serious 

tweeters to grow a highly targeted following. 

MouseFlow:Realtime User Studies and Analytics Tools: Mouseflow is an app that lets you record 

every visits to your website or blog, including mouse movements, clicks and key strokes. The 

recordings can be played back in the browser, as if you were looking the visitor over the shoulder. 

You can get summarized heatmap analyses that show you were the users are clicking and how 

far down they are scrolling. 



NeedToMeet:Find A Time To Meet: Use Needtomeet's free and simple calendar to find a time 

that works for everyone. Schedule meetings with a few simple clicks! 

TabSite:Add Tabs to your Facebook Fan Page - Easily : TabSite was developed as an easy way to 

create a website underneath a Facebook Tab called ''TabSite''. This is an easy-to-use solution to 

manage your content. There is no need for Static FBML when you use the TabSite editor. 

Butns:Changing the common understanding of what a Hyperlink is: Butns is a free service that 

enables you to add as many destinations as you like to each hyperlink on your website (or blog, 

forum e.g.), allowing your users to choose exactly which information they want and where they 

want to get it. And it is very easy to use. 

YourAM:Appointment Manager: Automating business appointments. Unlike existing solutions, 

YourAM is a really smart appointment scheduler that allows you to sign up and let it run the show 

for you via the web and SMS. 

Dlvr it:Deliver your Content to the Social Web: dlvr.it providers bloggers, publishers and brands, 

both large and small, with a way to expand their reach on the social web and into new channels. 

RankSpeed:Search by Sentiments: RankSpeed is a search and ranking tool that helps you find 

the best websites and products by doing a sentiment analysis on the Twittersphere / 

blogosphere. 

Buzzuka:Create and Share your Pitch: Buzzuka is the place for people, companies and groups to 

create and share their powerful 30-second elevator pitch. When your pitch is ready to go, 

Buzzuka also helps you get the word out, on your social networks, in an interview...whenever 

opportunity knocks! 

Plupper:Live chat service and Feedback Widget: Live Chat, Email, Feedback System, FAQ. All 

needed communication channels in one simple interface. Connect using Google Talk, Pidgin, 

Adium, iChat, Psi, Miranda, Trillian, IM+, Meebo or with any of XMPP/Jabber client and start 

chatting with your website visitors right away. 

BetaEasy:Customer Feedback &amp; Beta Management Service:  BetaEasy collects all feedbacks 

in one place, enables to form the community of users, allows to vote on bugs and features, etc. 



This service can be easily integrated with any website/software/web application regardless of 

programming language. 

GoingUp!:Web Stats and Analytics: With an AJAX-rich interface, GoingUp! combines powerful web 

analytics with top notch SEO tools. GoingUp! integrates popular analytics &amp; SEO tools in one 

easy-to-use interface to see how your website is performing from all points-of-view. 

UpShot:Design Feedback Made Simple: UpShot is a simple and efficient way to send your 

screenshot to your clients, colleagues or friends... and to track what they think about it! 

Stiqr:No Code, Just Stick It: Stiqr delivers on-demand site editing tools and applications to your 

site without any coding on your part. 

PaperRater:Free Online Grammar Checker: PaperRater robust grammar checking allows you to 

find those pesky mistakes and correct them before turning in your paper. Find out if your paper 

contains plagiarized text before your professor does. 

Urtak:Find Out What People Think: Urtak is similar to a traditional web poll, but with a catch - 

participants can add their own questions. What this means is that with an Urtak poll, the 

publisher can get insights around questions that they never would have thought to ask. 

StoryJumper:Create your own Children's Book: StoryJumper is a site that gives parents, kids, and 

authors a fun set of intuitive tools for writing and illustrating kids stories. The goal is to inspire 

anyone that's ever wanted to write a kids story to get started. 

BusyLissy:Super Simple Project Management: BusyLissy is a super simple project management 

tool. Work together, organize stuff and keep track of the developments within your projects. It 

makes organizing and project management super simple. All the messages, tasks and files in 

one place makes your life easier. 

FillAnyPDF:Free PDF Editor: FillAnyPDF a website where you upload your PDF form and link to it 

so other people can fill it out and sign it online. No software is needed. Any PDF form can be 

used, even if it's not &quot;interactive&quot;, so you can get started right away. You can even 

invite a group to fill out your forms and track the results. Anyone that collects signatures or filled 

out forms will find FillAnyPDF to be a valuable time-saving resource. 



Monyta:Feedback Tab: Customers are talking. Do you hear them? Monyta is a feedback system, 

which will listen to your cutomers needs, wants and thoughts using a easy to setup feedback tab. 

Clientshow:Creatives and Clients, Collaborate: ClientShow allows creative and marketing 

professionals to show, pitch and sell their work to their clients more effectively. 

Skysa:Social App Bar: Skysa is a free to use website App Bar that enhances any website or blog 

in a matter of minutes. With Skysa you can add social, sharing, and interactive Apps from our 

App Library that function through the Skysa App Bar on your website. An example of some Apps 

offered through Skysa include; Chat, Sharing, Page Translate, Voting Poll, Twitter, Facebook, and 

more, plus Skysa adds new Apps regularly. Similar to the taskbar on your Windows PC, when you 

use an App that loads in a window, the App window can dragged around your page, resized, and 

you can launch more then one app open at a time. 

ClickMeter:How many real clicks on your links?: ClickMeter records visitor clicks to, from and 

within a website. Features include real-time stats, Unlimited tracking-links, IP, Click-fraud 

detection, Detailed IP analytics, Campaigns comparison charts, Click distribution on world map. 

Just (A) Create your tracking-link. (B) Paste them anywhere (emails, banners, twitter, blogs, 

adwords, etc.). (C) Sit back, monitor the results and fight click fraud. 

Write4net:Publishing is a matter of Click: Publish full articles without needing a blog or site. 

There's no setup or login. Just write your text and Write4net will publish it using your Twitter 

account. That's it. So easy. And free. 

Glydo:An Associative Content Discovery Tool: Glydo is an associative content discovery service, 

that discovers web content relevant to you and what you are interested in right now. To use 

Glydo, you'll need to download a browser addon for Firefox, which provides context sensitive and 

personalized recommendations while you browse the web. 

Whispurr:Connect, Share, Follow: Whispurr is a new interactive way to stay in touch with people. 

We all have something to say to those that matter. 

Cacoo:Create Diagrams Online Real-time Collaboration: Cacoo is a user friendly online drawing 

tool that allows you to create a variety of diagrams such as site maps, wire frames, UML and 

network charts. Cacoo can be used free of charge. 



Prefinery:Beta Management Software: Promote and refine your product with the help of Prefinery 

pre-qualified community. Prefinery match early adopters of new technology with companies so 

that better products are built in collaboration. 

Spaaze:Collect. Organize. Remember: Spaaze is a new visual way to organize pieces of 

information in a virtual infinite space. You basically get an infinite virtual corkboard and you can 

manage your bookmarks, text snippets and Youtube favorites in a visual way. While it can be 

used to collect ideas for certain projects it also can be used as the central spot for everyday 

information management (from todo lists, to the daily websites, to remembering 1h google tech 

talks for later). 

Glasscubes:Share. Collaborate. Communicate: Glasscubes allows users to upload, edit and share 

documents online in secure workspaces. Combining key document management features, 

Glasscubes also contains project management features such as task management, online 

discussions and shared calendars. It's very simple to use which means that if you roll it out to a 

team, the whole organization or external companies, you will be working better together in 

moments, without any training. And because it is web based, with no downloads required, it is 

available from any location and is even usable on smartphones. 

Nomaine:Themed Domain Name Generator: Nomaine is a free, fun and simple ajaxified themed 

domain name generator that harness the power of randomness to create pronounceable names 

using word patterns from lists. You can add a prefix or suffix to direct search in a specific 

direction and limit the number of syllables. Domain availability is checked. You can bookmark 

your favorite ones for an easy brainstorming session. 

Nexty:An Easy To Use GTD Tool: Nexty is an easy to use To Do list manager created using GTD 

principles. The core idea behind this software is simplicity, and to make a GTD tool that is the 

most easy to use. 

Kout:Intuitive, Elegant and Simple Selling: Sell digital or physical products directly from your 

website or blog with a simple URL, No front end store - Kout creates a unique url for you product 

which you point your customers to. The unique url links the customer to a beautiful one page 

checkout designed to create positive emotion &amp; trust to close the sale. 



Youtego:Visual Tool for Self-visualization: Built under the concept of ''recognize yourself to 

recognize the world around you'', Youtego process is a combination of semantics (word, phrase) 

and its visual representation (picture, photo), that you define and select-crop all by yourself. 

Ultimately, you get the combination or matrix of visual objects that you personally defined and 

visualized. 

Tweetwally:Create Your Tweetwall: A tweetwall lets you display only the tweets you’re interested 

in from everywhere on Twitter, use it to track hashtags, usernames, and keywords. The 

possibilities are up to you. 

Mockingbird:Wireframes on the fly: Mockingbird is an online tool that makes it easy for you to 

create, link together, preview, and share mockups of your website or application. 

Mitto:Online Password Manager: Mitto is a safe and secure online password manager. The free 

Internet password storage service lets you add the passwords to all of your favorite sites in one 

place then logs you in to each one of them by simply clicking a button. No need to remember or 

retype your passwords anymore! You can access your passwords securely from any computer, 

organize them with tags, securely share them with trusted friends and more. 

Nubli:Automatically Prioritize your Outlook Emails: Nubli is a tool for people getting voluminous 

emails on Outlook. Nubli automatically prioritizes your emails into high, medium and low buckets. 

This helps you focus on your most important emails and take quick actions on the deprioritized 

ones. This improves your productivity at work. Nubli also organizes your inbox with its automated 

tagging feature. With this you can search your emails by tags and do away with folders. 

Palmood:Share your Mood: Palmood has an easy and fast way to blog your mood and share it 

with your friends, family, and the rest of the world. 

Profilder:Easy Creative Layouts: The goal of Profilder is to provide a cross networks layout editor. 

This editor has many innovating features such the ''one click import and export layout'' or the 

auto-coloring feature based on background colors. The editor is customizable with your own 

photos. 

Timetonone:Free, Simple, Fast and Elegant CRM: Timetonote is a web based collaboration tool 

that helps you and your team keep track of all interactions with customers, suppliers, leads, or 



anyone important to your business. It helps you keep track of your contacts information and of 

what needs to be done next about them. 

Kazle:Bringing all of your Social Stuff Together: Kazle allows you to update both your Facebook 

and Twitter status at the same time then also view Feeds from both of these networks. 

CeeVee:Quick &amp; Painless Resume Management: CeeVee is an online tool that simplified the 

building and maintaining a CV/Resume online. 

Blurtt:Send Real Postcards to your Friends: Blurtt is a simple and easy to use online interface 

that lets you send real, printed postcards with your handwriting to your friends anywhere in the 

world. The best part is you don't even need to know your friend's addresses to send a postcard to 

them. As long as they are on Facebook or Twitter, or even have an email address, it's easy to 

send them a message on a real postcard that has real emotional impact, as its something that 

arrives to them in a physical form. 

Dropico:Drag &amp; Drop Media Across Social Networks: With Dropico system, people can 

simply drag &amp; drop pictures from one service to another without the upload time - it all 

happens in a single working environment. It can be any picture that you, or your friends uploaded 

to one of these services before: Facebook, Flickr, Picasa, Twitpic, Myspace, Photobucket, and 

Bebo. You can easily copy pictures from friends albums directly to your service account or any 

other service. Invites for Go2 readers: http://j.mp/go2dropico 

CinchCast:Your Words. Your Voice. Your View: Cinch is a free and easy way to create and share 

audio, text and photo updates using your phone or computer. Cinch enables you to capture and 

report on your experiences in a way that simple text just can't do. 

Skimble:Track &amp; Plan your Active Life: Skimble is an online tool to help you easily plan, 

track, and discover your active life. Skimble mission is to inspire active lifestyles. 

Repper:Create your own Patterns: Repper is a free-to-use pattern creator that turns your images 

into eye-catching designs. It's the easiest way to create beautiful patterns for your desktop or 

social profile background. 



Metricly:Realtime Dashboards for Business: Metricly helps you track your key metrics and better 

understand your business. Automatically see all of your data from Quickbooks, Google Analytics, 

Salesforce, and more. Quickly create flexible, powerful, and easy-to-understand graphs and 

dashboards. 

Moonit:Online Destination for Relationship Compatibility: Moonit is your online destination for 

relationship compatibility and guidance. Moonit created a tool that produces short, easy-to-digest 

advice for use ''on the go'' and ''in the field.'' To make your lives even easier, Moonit integrated 

the tool with Facebook and Twitter and made it accessible across mobile devices. 

TipTop:A Twitter-based Search Engine: TipTopSM is a real-time search tool helping people find 

interesting and useful answers to their questions, filtered from conversations people are currently 

sharing on Twitter. It is based on the idea that people should have a simple way to share their 

everyday experiences with others who are interested in learning from them without searching the 

entire Internet. 

Pixorial:Convert, Preserve, Organize, Produce, and Share Home Movies: Bring new life to your old 

videos with services from Pixorial. Pixorial convert video, then help you to organize, label, edit, 

and then share your favorite video moments with family and friends. 

Favstar:Who Favorited your Tweets?: Favstar tracks what you, your friends, and everyone else is 

favoring on Twitter. 

Hi Im:Your Nametag on the Internet: Chances are you've got a bunch of profiles all over the 

internet: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, FriendFeed...Plus you might have a blog or a YouTube 

channel and some pictures on Flickr. Put all those sites together, and that's YOU on the internet. 

MockFlow:Easy Wireframing for Software and Websites: MockFlow is an online tool for creating 

wireframes of software and websites. It helps to enhance your planning process by enabling to 

quickly design and share interactive UI mockups. 

TwitRes:Share your Resume on Twitter: TwitRes lets you share resume/cv on Twitter. Simple. 

Login with your Twitter account, upload your resume and tweet your resume link - Simple as that. 



Tweeterview:Using Tweets to Interview: Tweeterview allows for real time twitter interviews using a 

web interface. Viewers can watch the tweeterview in real time without even being a twitter user, 

or read the transcript afterward. 

AudioPal:Click. Speack. Communicate: Oddcast introduces AudioPal: an online service to allow 

individuals and businesses an easy and effective way to add audio to their online message. 

Screenr:Instant Screencasts for Twitter: Now you can create screencasts for your followers as 

easily as you tweet. Just click the record button and you'll have your ready-to-tweet screencast in 

seconds. 

SnailMailr:Send letters Online: Wouldn't it be nice to be able to send snail mail online, as easily 

as you send an email? Enter Snailmailr. Keep in better contact with elderly relatives, send a 

special letter to a friend, write a landlord, or mail a resume and cover letter: a cheap, simple, 

faster way to do a common task. 

Mikogo:Screen Sharing for People &amp; Businesses: Mikogo is an online meeting, web 

conferencing &amp; remote support tool where you can share your screen with 10 participants in 

real-time over the Web. 

SignAppNow:Simple Sign Up Sheets: SignAppNow is the dead simple way of creating sign up 

sheets. It's so simple you don't need to register to use it. Just create a sign up sheet and email 

its unique link (URL) to everyone you'd like to sign up. They just need to go to the link and sign 

up. They don't need to register too. It's that simple and easy. 

Avartize:Choose your Avatar Overlay: Avartize gives you, the Twitter user, the option to easily 

pimp your profile picture, also known as your avatar. Set your state to ''busy'', tell your friends 

you’re on fire - or let everybody know you are out taking in that special event. You also have the 

option to create your own overlays, so people can pimp their avatar with your artwork. 

Snapatar:Snap your Twitter Avatar: Snapatar lets you update your Twitter profile picture using 

your webcam. Simply snap a picture, fill out your Twitter details and send the new image to 

Twitter. You can do this as often as you like. Your creativity is the limit. 



Loogix:Create GIF Animations Online: Loogix allows you to create animated pictures and 

animated effects from your photos. Just upload at least two photos (maximum ten), select 

desired size and speed and click to ''Generate Animation'' button. On the result page you can find 

link to your animation, you can send to the friends just from the form on the website. Loogix also 

provide you with HTML code, that you can put to your Facebook, MySpace, Orkut etc. 

Sig.ma:Semantic Information Mashup: Sig.ma is a tool to explore and leverage the Web of Data. 

At any time, information in Sigma is likely to come from multiple, unrelated Web sites ΓÇô 

potentially any web site that embeds information in RDF, RDFa or Microformats (standards for 

the Web of Data). 

Fefoo:Improve your Search: Fefoo is not a search engine, its an application that helps you search 

better. It uses the traditional search engines to search. You search on categories and your search 

is more refined from the time you start searching. In case you don't use categories it works like a 

normal search engine. Fefoo is not about changing the way you search but it helps you in 

searching better with less clicks and your search is more precise. 

Card.ly:Create your Online Card: Make your tiny portfolio online in which you'll be able to 

integrate your networks (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.), a little about you and how to contact 

you. Choose between many nice skins and features. 

YoTwits:Automated Feeds For Your Twitter Stream: Automated feeds for your Twitter stream. 

Boost your Twitter personality: broadcast your interests, and add followers. 

Slatebox:Visualize Everything: SlateBox is a visualization platform that makes it easy to markup 

ideas on embeddable Slates and convey the information visually. Anyone can create an account 

for free and use SlateBox to build a diagram, flowchart, or more. 

CancelAds:Avoid Online Ads: CancelAds is a service that lets bloggers make more money off their 

content by removing ads for a fee while to web surfers CancelAds offers ad-free browsing. 

Screenjelly:Record and Share your Screen Activity at Twitter: Screenjelly records your screen 

activity with your voice so you can spread it as a video via Twitter or email. Use it to quickly share 

cool apps or software tips, report a bug, or just show stuff you like. Screenjelly does not require 

any software download or install. 



NeatlySaid:Stock Market Predictions: NeatlySaid is a place where members can easily post, using 

a structured tags tool, anything that is on their mind and share it with the investment community. 

Friends Call Me:Organize Your Web Profiles: Friends Call Me is a simple way to check if your 

username is registered on more than 150 of the most popular websites. It is also has an easy 

way to organize and share where all your profiles are on the web. 

TweetBoard:True Twitter Conversation: Tweetboard is a fun and engaging micro-forum type 

application for your website. It pulls your Twitter stream in near real-time (max 1 min delay), 

reformatting tweets into threaded conversations with unlimited nesting. Conversations that spun 

off the original conversation are also threaded in-line, giving your site visitors full perspective of 

what's being discussed. 

Lnkly:URL Shortener Service: Lnk.ly is a free URL shortener service with tracking. Just type or 

copy/paste from your browser's address bar the URL which you would like to make smaller into 

the text box on the home page. Then click the &quot;Generate&quot; button and lnk.ly will 

generate a smaller address for you to use. 

Milo:Shop Local Stores: A way to find products available now at local stores. Most of shopping is 

still done offline with the majority of consumers researching products online before buying in the 

store. Milo is a key tool from consumers that tells you what's available at the store down the 

street right now, let's your read reviews and compare products and find the best price before 

buying it. 

twi.tt:Tweet Anything &amp; Everything: Selecting what to post: pic, vid, aud, doc etc. Uploading, 

capturing, emailing and/or posting what you selected... and sharing it with everyone, and 

keeping it all in the same place. 

DataLight:Online Statistical Analysis: DataLight is a web statistical analysis application. The 

application provides robust statistical tools which are easy-to-use and which run inside your web 

browser. The application can be used to summarize data, find relationships between fields, 

analyze distributions and many more common statistical tasks. 



Lipperhey:Optimize the Quality and Searchability of your Website: Lipperhey objectively analyzes 

and evaluates the overall quality and searchability of websites. Recommended improvements are 

provided in a detailed and easy-to-implement evaluation report. 

VisitorContact:Contact Forms 2.0: Create delicious contact forms and sticky contact buttons web 

2.0 style. Add all possible ways a visitor can contact you a single click away, including Maps, 

Twitter, Skype, etc. Other features include Spam Protection, Auto-Responders and Contact 

Managers. 

MultiURL:Your One Stop Resource For Link Sharing: MultiURL makes the process of sharing 

multiple links at once much quicker and easier by combining these links into one short link. 

Twitter Follow Badge:Twitter Badge for your Site/Blog: Twitter has proven itself to be a great 

communication channel with your site visitors. This badge calls your users to start following your 

twitter account. The badge can be installed almost on any site. Just customize it a bit and take 

the code. 

furly:Shorten Multiple URLs Into One: fur.ly allows you to create one URL from a bunch of links. 

Just enter your desirable choices, and fur.ly will do the rest (Slideshow navigation look &amp; 

feel). 

Solvr:Solve your Problems Step-by-Step: Solvr helps you structure your thoughts clearly. You can 

solve problems also together with others. Nobody can access your Solvr without its cryptic URL. 

Virl:Shorten URLs &amp; Spread News: Virl is a small tool to help you share photos, shorten 

URLs &amp; spread the news. Use Virl for Twitter, Facebook, Digg, Delicious or Blogs &amp; 

Websites Everywhere. 

Tgethr:Email Collaboration: Email is still the easiest way to collaborate with a group of people. 

Most people don't realize email traffic is not secure. With Tgethr all correspondence over the web 

and email can be safely encrypted. Tgethr is an easy and secure group collaboration over email 

with a handy web archive. 



Fuze Meeting:WebConference in HD: Fuze Meeting is a free, easy &amp; effective tool for web 

conferencing &amp; online meeting. Fuze works on Mac, PC &amp; iPhone and requires no 

download. 

Tweetvisor:Real-time Updates from Favorite Topics: Tweetvisor is a web-based multi-column 

Twitter interface that enables people to better manage multiple Twitter accounts, returns real-

time updates about favorite topics, news and tweets, and supports groups, tagging friends, inline 

video replies, multiple URL shortening services, various templates, inline multimedia URL 

converter, integrated feed reader. Plans for integrating Facebook and other social networks, and 

for developing a Tweet Advisor feature. 

Amplify:What you're Reading Right Now: Amplify lets you show people exactly what you're reading 

and what you have to say about it. Instantly share clips from articles, blog posts or anything else 

you read with your friends on Twitter. 

ZAP Reader:So Much to Read . . . So Little Time: ZAP Reader is a web based speed reading 

program that can change the way you read on your computer. Current beta testers report reading 

twice as much in half the time - that's a 300% increase in reading speed, without any loss in 

comprehension. There is nothing to install, it works with most popular browsers, and it's totally 

free. 

Pulse:Feel the Buzz: A buzz dashboard and search engine tool which aims to following, buzz and 

e-reputation activity. 

Twitpaper:Twitter Themes, Backgrounds, and Layouts: Twitpaper is a decorative way to show off 

your personality to friends, family, fans, and all that follow on Twitter. Twitpaper offers great 

Twitter themes, Twitter backgrounds, and Twitter layouts. 

Moreganize:Get Organized: Moreganize is a multifaceted organization tool. It is suited for both 

professional and private use and is especially convenient if a larger group of people needs to get 

organized. For free, no registration required. 

Marro.ws:Mark It!: Marro.ws is web-clipping tool which works like cutting the newspaper parts or 

a boardmarker. You can save your valuable contents in Marrow.ws unlimited box and can easily 

access it from everywhere in these formats: PDF, TXT, HTML 



Creately:Create and Collaborate on Online Diagrams: Draw, share and collaborate on online 

diagrams, flowcharts, office and home network diagrams, mockups, user interface designs, 

wireframe, Class diagram, UML diagram, ER Diagram, process flow and online diagrams with 

Creately for Free. 

TBUZZ:Talk about any Webpage with Twitter Community: TBUZZ bookmarklet is an easy way to 

talk about the Webpages you visit on Twitter. TBUZZ makes it easy to tweet the page you're 

visiting or keep track of the buzz around it. 

Flick to Twitt:Post your Photos to Flickr &amp; Twitter: flick.to.twitt is a web tool that allows to 

upload a photo to Flickr and announce it on Twitter right away. No registration whatsoever is 

needed on flick.to.twitt, and it's not store any of your private information. 

Task.fm:Easy Simple Reminders: Task.fm uses semantic technology to translate human speak 

into a very handy reminder. For example enter &quot;meeting with Jack next Tuesday at 

noon&quot; and task.fm will recognize the date, time, event and will remind you automatically. 

Clixpy:Clixpy Tracks Everything your SiteΓÇÖs Users Do: Clixpy is a web usability testing tool. 

ItΓÇÖs very easy to install, just by pasting a few lines of JavaScript code in your siteΓÇÖs HTML. 

When users browse your website Clixpy traces everything they do and then plays it for you, giving 

you the opportunity to extract any information you may need. 

yUML:Create UML Diagrams Online in Seconds: Create online UML (Unified Modeling Language) 

diagrams in seconds from inside your blog posts, articles and documents. No special tools 

needed. 

ArrivedOK:A Mobile Tool for Air Travelers: Use ArrivedOK to automatically notify others about your 

arrival to your travel destination, and save on roaming charges. 

Chartle:Simple &amp; Interactive Charts Online: Create, embed and share your plots, maps, 

charts, diagrams and business reports online. Chartle.net tears down the complexity of online 

visualizations - offers simplicity, ubiquity and interactivity instead. 



DropMind:Powerful and Highly-interactive Online Mind Mapping Tool: DropMind is online mind 

mapping tool with unique four sphere map layout. Create original mind maps and deliver 

superior and stylish presentations with Microsoft Silverlight. 

Speedtile:An Easy to use Visual Bookmark Service: Speedtile is an online bookmarking service 

where you can organize and manage your bookmarks in a visual manner. Using the firefox plugin 

you don't have to return to Speedtile you have to bookmark a website. 

Cometdocs:An Online File &amp; Data Converter: Cometdocs offers a large set of document 

conversions. Its unique features include on the fly OCR conversion capabilities, over 50 different 

conversion options and proprietary XPS and PDF conversion abilities that retains formatting, 

images and text in the selected output format. 

Which Date Works:Getting Plans Done: Create free online invitations using the dates that work 

best for you and your friends. a simple, hassle-free planning solution for all the events in your life. 

No registration/sign up required. 

Free Twitter Designer:Design your own Twitter Background: Now you can personalize your Twitter 

background like never before. This tool will help you create free Twitter backgrounds that have 

the same look and feel as those done by professional graphic designers. It's easy to use, and 

best of all, it's Free. 

TwitZap:Subscribe to Realtime Updates from your Friends: TwitZap lets you slice Twitter into 

channels of stuff that matters to you. Once your channels are set they will update in real-time, all 

in a familiar interface. TwitZap is realtime, for real. You don't have to refresh anything and talking 

to other TwitZap users is instant, even when Twitter is not. 

File2ws:Convert any File into a Public URL: File2.ws is a free website that converts any of your 

own files into a public online web page. Every converted file to a web page has a unique web 

address so you can share it with friends, or other people on the internet. This allows information 

to be shared quickly and efficiently to a large audience. 

VoiceThread:Group Conversations around Images, Docs and Videos: Transforming media into 

collaborative spaces with video, voice, and text commenting. A VoiceThread is a collaborative, 

multimedia slide show that holds images, documents, and videos and allows people to leave 



comments in 5 ways - using voice (with a mic or phone), text, audio file, or video (via a webcam). 

Share a VoiceThread with friends, students, and colleagues for them to record comments too. 

ChartBeat:Real-Time Website Analytics: ChartBeat shows you real-time traffic to your website and 

allows you to set alerts for any downtime or spikes in traffic. 

MyLiveGallery:Create Live Galleries: MyLiveGallery enables you to instantly create live galleries, 

photo albums and slideshows online. Use it to turn your photos into attractive galleries and share 

them with others. It is as easy as 1-2-3. Just specify the name, upload your pictures, select a 

theme and the gallery is ready. 

Zcapes:Create your own Mini Mobile Blog: Zcapes is a mini blog platform on your mobile. Anyone 

can make a Zcape for free for any object or event. Zcapes helps you not to miss a thing in a 

specific context. 

Dropvine:Send Links to Friends in just a few seconds: Dropvine is a utility that I put together that 

speeds up the process of sending links to one or more friends. When you've found a page that 

you want to send, you just click the Dropvine bookmarklet and on the next page click which 

friends you want to receive that link then hit send. Takes about 5 seconds. 

nomee:All-in-one Networking Software: nomee is the tool that helps manage them all. Powered by 

Adobe AIR, nomee simplifies online networking by organizing your contacts and interests all in 

one place. So you can focus directly on your people, not their sites. And your people can better 

know you, direct from their desktop. 

 

NameChk:Check Username Availability on Social Networking Sites: Check to see if your desired username or 

vanity URL is still available at dozens of popular Social Networking and Social Bookmarking 

websites. Promote your brand consistently by registering a username that is still available on the 

majority of the most popular sites. 

 

Face:Discover more photo of yourself: Face is a powerful tool for finding pictures of you and your friends 

on Facebook. This application scan photos and detect all faces appearing on them, recognize 

and automatically match names to all faces. You can also search for friends and browse their 

face galleries. 



 

Hunch:Time to make some decisions: Hunch is a decision-making tool, built by its users. In ten 

questions or fewer, Hunch gives you its best hunch of what you would like. 

 

Twerbose:Post much longer Tweets on Twitter: Sometimes you just have more to say and 140 characters 

simply won't do the trick. Twerbose lets you post much bigger tweets to twitter. Additional 

features include post privacy, Youtube embed, manage posts. 

 

Tolingo:Professional Translation Services: tolingo is an online translation plattform offering a faster and 

more direct service than traditional translation agencies. It efficiently connects costumers who 

need a translation with the best matching translators all over the world - with the best quality 

guaranteed. 

 

Twtjobs:A Simple Career Manager via Twitter: Twtjobs is a business tool to help job seekers and 

employers connect via Twitter. You can create your &quot;Twitter Resume&quot; and employers 

can post a job opening. To apply for a job, you simply enter your Twitter name (and if you have a 

twitter resume, it will email it to the employer). 

2pl.us:URL Shortner with Password Protection: A lot of sites like Twitter have a limit on the 

number of characters you can have in your messages. If you want to share a link on such 

services that have a character limit, you can use 2pl to shorten your URLs. You can share your 

private URLs only with a select few without worrying that someone may view it by simply typing a 

random string after http://2pl.us/. 

MatterMeter:What Matters to You: MatterMeter is a service where you can share opinions on 

products, services, and people. Tell others what brands matter and don't matter to you. You can 

then see how other people have rated those same brands and whether you agree with them. 

And, you'll get to see the overall rating for each brand. 

IconFinder:Icon Search Made Easy: The goal for Iconfinder is to provide high quality icons for web 

developers and designers in an easy and efficient way. 



Untiny:Get the Original URL of Tiny one: The main reason of Untiny is that some of the tiny 

services are blocked in some countries although the original long URL is not blocked. Untiny 

retrieves the original URL so you can access it - if it is not blocked too. 

Twindexx:Croud-Sourcing the best of Twitter: Twindexx is a way to find the best and brightest of 

twitter based on recommendations of others and shared interests. You can find the most relevant 

people to connect with, and see who they connect with and recommend, and who they connect 

with and recommend... 

Springbase:Create Online Database Applications: Springbase is the way to build powerful database 

applications on the web, without the hassle and expense of servers and software installation. All 

you need is a web browser. 

 

Domize:Instant Domain Search: Domize is a secure, instant domain name search tool. As you begin 

typing a domain name Domize immediately check its availability. Because available domain 

names are becoming increasingly scarce it's important to have better tools at hand. Domize not 

only allows you to quickly search through available domain names, but to do so in a secure, 

private environment. 

 

PleaseVisitMe:A Social Travel Invitation: PleaseVisitMe is a simple travel invitation service. Just fill out the 

form with your information and your friend's information and it will automatically check prices for 

the best deals and email your friend the invitation and the lowest price it can find. 

 

Tweetizen:Easy Twitter Groups: Tweetizen is a simple web-based tool designed to help you filter tweets, 

and easily find the ones that are relevant to you. Start by creating your own twitter group and 

filtering tweets. Tweetizen also allows you to share your twitter groups. 

 

CreamFlow:Small Business CRM: Creamflow is easy and intuitive small business CRM, collaboration 

suite and information sharing tool for your business. Share messages, contacts, calendar events 

and to-do lists. Receive and send emails. Order your emails in your favorite way. Add notes to 

your messages. Plan your events in the calendar. Attach them to email messages and contacts 

from your address book. And much more. 

 



TripOutlook:Create your free Travel Site: TripOutlook provide a comprehensive travel booking engine that 

could be easily implemented for number of other partners. Add tens of thousands of Hotel 

content pages to your website, which will help you get more traffic and keep customers at your 

website. 

 

easymsg:Easy to use mass email Marketing Tool: Easy email marketing tool. Pay per email address, no 

contracts and no minimums. Easy to read analytics, track how well your campaigns perform. 

easymsg delivers to the widest range of email clients. 

 

Hollrr:Shout about the things you love: Got a product from a small company you really love? Think this 

product is so great, itΓÇÖs going to be a big success? Tell your friends about it via Hollrr. Hollrr 

allows you to root for products you think deserve to succeed. By joining a Tribe of Followers, you 

are able to promote a new product to all your friends via Twitter, your blog or even Facebook. 

 

TwitterLine:Twitter Headline Extension: Twitter lines shows your friend's time line Twitter on your browser 

tool bar (as like as electric bulletin board). it's also possible to update your status and 

add/remove favorites. 

 

LovelyCharts:Online Diagramming Application: With Lovely Charts's extremely simple and intuitive drag'n 

drop drawing mechanism, you're able to focus on what really matters. Based on the type of 

diagram you're drawing, Lovely Charts will make assumptions that will streamline the drawing 

process in a great way. 

 

MeeHive:Your Personalized Newspaper: MeeHive is your personal newspaper that brings you the latest 

about what's happening in your world. Sign up to create your own MeeHive newspaper about the 

topics that interest you most. Read news articles, blogs, editorials, press releases, and more 

anytime you want. You can even watch videos about your interests and hear what others are 

saying on Twitter. 

 

TwitterAnalyzer:Analiyze your Friends: Twitter Analyzer lets you see all kind of statistic charts about you 

and your Twitter friends behavior at the site. 

 



PageBoss:Website Analyzer Tool: PageBoss is a basic service to analyze websites for website and blog 

owners. With PageBoss websites and blogs are able to access to a variety of their statistical data. 

Blog and website owners are suppose to analyze their studies regularly in order to improve their 

projects. The data coming from this free service is an important instrument for blog and website 

owners to shape their projects. Moreover, with the help of the badges blog and website owners 

can share the statistics about their projects with their visitors easily. 

 

Produle:Create Interactive Flase-Based Apps Online: As a Software as a Service (Hosted) solution, it inherits 

all the benefits of On-Demand software such as no installation, automatic updates, global 

availability, cross-platform (works under PC, Mac and Linux). Moreover users can design and 

publish flash apps with no time consuming compilation or uploading, it's just instant. Produle can 

be used for a wide range of projects including data apps, widgets, banners, promos, animations, 

product guides, presentations, user interfaces for web services and any other possible interactive 

web content. 

 

Tynt:What's being copied from your site?: Tracer tracks user actions on your website including copy/paste 

and highlight to help you learn what content your users find most engaging. Tracer drives traffic 

back to your site using your copied content with no extra effort or cost. 

 

Twickie:An Easy way to Archive a Twitter Response Thread: Twickie is a free service that fetches Twitter 

replies for you (and gives you an easy way to view and export them). 

 

Doris:Productivity Tool that helps you Get Things Done: Doris allows you to better focus on the essentials. 

Offload all the things you need to remember onto your Doris account and free up your mental 

RAM. Simplify your life, get things done, and never forget that important task again. 

 

Lizzer:Linking made simple: Lizzer enables you in an easy way to add links and embed content in web-

based email &amp;amp; blog posts. Lizzer works with the following blogging and email platforms: 

Wordpress, Blogger, Typepad, Tumbler, Gmail, Yahoo! AOLmail, and more. 

 

Wizlite:Collaborative Page Highlighting: Wizlite allows you to highlight text (like on real paper) on any page 

on the Internet and share it with everybody (or just your friends). Do you have to research on a 



topic on the Internet collaboratively? By creating a group on Wizlite you can share pages with 

their selections among a small group of people. 

 

Twitlet:A Simple Way to Tweet: Twitlet is a javascript bookmarklet for sending fast Twitter updates. You 

don't need to signup for an account for use with Twitlet. Create, drag and start using it under a 

few seconds. 

 

Stimator:Real Website Value Estimator: Stimator is a real-time website value estimator. The engine 

deliveries the most accurate economical value that a website could worth by collecting important 

data from different sources. 

 

ChampionSound:Email Marketing Tool for Musicians: Email promotion tool for musicians, promoters and 

venues. Champion Sound offers email marketing services, newsletter management and email 

promotions for musicians, bands, DJs, promoters and venues. 

 

AddInto:Generate your Social Button: AddInto allows you to make it easier for visitors of your website 

adding a link, article in several favorite systems, social networks. Instead of having a link to each 

of them, you have a single link or button to all. 

 

TaxiMe:Taxi Fare Estimator: TaxiMe is a taxi fare estimator proving an answer to the big question: How 

much is a taxi going to cost? All you need to do is enter your starting address and your final 

destination. Combining an estimation and taxi contact information, taxime is the all-in-one 

package. 

 

WebsiteGrader:Website Marketing SEO Score Tool: Website Grader is a free SEO tool that measures the 

marketing effectiveness of a website. It provides a score that incorporates things like website 

traffic, SEO, social popularity and other technical factors. It also provides some basic advice on 

how the website can be improved from a marketing perspective. 

 

Survs:Collaborative Online Survey Tool, Web Survey Software: Survs is a collaborative tool that enables you to 

create online surveys with simplicity and elegance. It is collaborative in the sense that you can 

cooperate with your teammates through the journey of building, deploying and analyzing your 



surveys. You can even share your surveys results, templates and themes online. 

 

BubbleTweet:Add A Video Message To Your Twitter Page: BubbleTweet let's you add a video message to your 

Twitter page in seconds. Just click your Twitter username and add a pop-up video message to 

your page. 

 

link.in:Put Multiple Links into one short Link: 1link.in lets you put multiple links into one short link which you 

can share with your friends. 

 

FaxZero:Free Internet Faxing: FaxZero lets you send a fax to any fax machine in the United States 

(including Puerto Rico) or Canada for free. You don't need a fax machine yourself, but you do 

need a valid e-mail address. 

 

BonzoBox:Interactive Bookmarking Tool: BonzoBox instantly save your favorite websites as real-time 

images and save time by clicking through to your favorite websites without having to retype your 

log-in information. Share websites in a fun and interactive way. 

 

Twtpoll:A Simple Survey Twitter App: Twtpoll is a simple survey/ poll twitter app. Type in a 140 chars 

question, type in multiple choice answers, and share it in social networks, or embed it in your 

blog. 

 

Swift:WAP Builder and Mobile Marketing Tools: Swift is a free mobile site creation tool that allows you to 

create a website that works on any mobile phone in just minutes. Extend existing content to the 

mobile world, including news feeds, blog posts, photos and much more. Or create a custom site 

to get your message out, extend your brand or share with your friends. 

 

Go2me:A Link Shortening Service: You can use Go2.me to take any long link (URL) and convert it to a 

shorter one that you can send in Twitter, IM, or Email messages. Your link will not only display 

the page you want to share, but also add an information box where your readers can comment 

on your link. 

 

Cohere:Make the Connection: Cohere is a visual tool to create, connect and share Ideas. Back them up 



with websites. Support or challenge them. Embed them to spread virally, and discover who 

connects with your thinking. 

 

Soshiku:Keep Track of your Schoolwork: Soshiku is a simple but powerful tool that manages your high 

school or college assignments. Soshiku keeps track of when your assignments are due and can 

even notify you via email or SMS. 

 

Woosabi:Web Based CRM Tools for Small Business: Woosabi is a web based relationship management and 

activity collaboration resource that can serve any new or existing business. Designed to 

streamline the needs of small business individuals, partners and teams, Woosabi will supply 

meaningful real-time information and dynamic features that eliminate make shift tools, isolated 

activity and static documents. 

 

Prezi:The Zooming Presentation Editor: Prezi allows anyone who can sketch an idea on a napkin to create 

and perform stunning non-linear presentations with relations, zooming into details, and adjusting 

to the time left without the need to skip slides. You can create zooming maps of texts, images, 

videos, PDFs, drawings, and more. 

 

StartPR:Monitor Your Brand: StartPR helps you find, manage and respond to mentions of your 

company, your brand, your products, your service and your people online. StartPR will help you 

to keep up to date and engage with bloggers and social network users. 

 

Tweetree:Twitter with a Full View: Tweetree puts your Twitter stream in a tree so you can see the posts 

people are replying to in context. It also pulls in lots of external content like twitpic photos, 

youtube videos and more, so that you can see them right in your stream without having to click 

through every link your friends post. 

 

Favo:A Smart Bookmark Management Tool: Favo uses the very familiar inbox concept for all incoming 

favorites. Your surfing experience does not get interrupted by dialogs that ask you to pause and 

organize the content you are collecting. Favorites are collected from your browser and from your 

friends' recommendations. 

 



Spific:The Finding Engine: Spific Search is the best web search currently available. Combining the 

power of a Google search and thousands of hours of human editing ,so that you get the best of 

both worlds &amp;ndash; Human and Machine. 

 

Hootsuite:Your Twitter Toolbox: Hootsuite lets you manage your entire Twitter experience from one easy-

to-use interface. With Hootsuite, you can manage multiple Twitter profiles, pre-schedule tweets, 

and measure your success. 

 

MyTweetSpace:Customize &amp; Brand your Twitter space on the Web: Have you ever wanted to completely 

brand your Twitter Profile but didn't either have the time or know how to do it in Photoshop or 

Gimp? With MyTweetSpace you can easily do that. 

 

BTemplates:Free Blogger Templates for your Blog: BTemplates is a gallery that is pretended to gather all the 

templates created for Blogger in a single site, classifying them according to thematic or design 

features. A search to users faster and greater distribution to the authors and designers. 

 

ShareTabs:An Easy Way To Share Links As Tabs: Add a list of links to the form below and submit it to get a 

single link to them all, conveniently displayed in tabs. Great for sharing in Email, IM, Twitter, or 

SMS. 

 

 

CroudSound:Get Customer Feedback &amp; Improve your Product: CrowdSound helps you gather suggestions 

from your customers and respond to them, thereby opening up a productive dialogue between 

both parties. Your customers will love the intuitive, easy way to let you know their suggestions. 

Your product will benefit by constantly getting a stream of new feature ideas, improvements and 

feedback. 

 

Exactfactor:Check Your Site Position in Search Engines: Exactfactor develops an online SEO tools that gives 

the websites owners the ability to automatically and easily check their websites keyword position. 

Instead of manually looking for the position of your website in the Search Engines, Exactfactor 

provides a simple and powerful online system that will give you details information and reports 

and will help you to promote your website in the Search Engines and by that increase the traffic 



to your website. 

 

Send.:Easy Email Encryption: Once you have arrived at the Send. homepage, simply enter your email 

address. If the service recognize your email address, you will be asked for your password.  

 

SearchCloudlet:Firefox Extension that Helps you Google the Internet Faster: Search Cloudlet - a Firefox add-on 

which adds tag clouds to a traditional Google and Yahoo interface and helps users navigate 

through search results in more efficient way. 

 

Up2Maps:Sharing your World Knowledge: Up2Maps allows people easily create thematic maps of more 

than 50 countries in the world. Maps can be exported to an png file or embeded in any blog. It 

will also maintain a library with all the maps created by users. 

 

Perkler:An Online Community for Loyalty Perks: The Perkler Community is made up of people who love and 

are experts on loyalty programs. Join them to rate, recommend and learn more about your perks. 

Use Perkler to set up a virtual wallet, search all of your programs in one place and connect with 

other perk lovers. 

 

ReviewScale:Improve your online reputation. Generate Leads: Review Scale is a site which helps in improving 

your online reputation by giving you the power to create friendly Review, Rating, 

Recommendation and Testimonial forms and manage them. 

 

LetsGetSocial:Social Bookmarking Buttons: LetsGetSocial allows you to add a social bookmarking button to 

your site or blog. You also have the ability to add your personal social profiles to your website 

with the &amp;quot;Connect with me&amp;quot; ID card. 

 

Power:All your Friends in just one Place: Power.com is a technology platform that aims to integrate social 

sites and create a common environment for connecting users, communities and content in order 

to facilitate communication, browsing, and interactivity as well as provide an enhanced user 

experience. 

 

Doodle:Easy Scheduling: Doodle makes it easy to find a date and time for a group event. Doodle is a 



free online coordination tool which requires neither registration nor software installation. 

 

Splitweet:Multi-Account Twitter Management for Corporate Users: Splitweet allows the Twitter users to compose 

a list of accounts and distribute their tweets, choosing their release in one or more of their 

accounts. You can also follow your following tweets from all of your managed accounts in 

Splitweet. 

 

Planzone:Online Project Management Software: With Planzone, create a unique workspace to plan your 

projects, manage tasks, communicate and collaborate with colleagues and partners, re-use and 

share project templates, and more. 

 

MeltMail:Your Temporary e-mail Forwarding: With Melt Mail, you only give your unique Melt Mail address 

(which forwards to your own), get the desired information and after a defined period of time (the 

melting point) the Melt Mail address will be deleted. 

 

Doitdoitdone:A Simple Tool for Creating &amp; managing your To-Do List: With Doitdoitdone you can create to-do 

lists and access them from anywhere you have access to the net. You can share the list with 

anybody you like, you and your friend can both add items and cross them off. Make as many as 

you like. No registration needed. 

 

Deploy:Choose, Bookmark, Deploy: Deploy is a free, open source, web application which allows user to 

quickly deploy a web project framework with valid XHTML and CSS in only a matter of seconds. 

 

iStylr:Online CSS Template Generator: iStylr is an online application that enables you to easily create, edit 

and share tableless CSS designs online. It lets you im - and export almost any website and allows 

you to create themes on the basis of other people's designs. 

 

Mocklinkr:Your Mockups Hosted, Interactive and Feedback-driven: Upload your mockups to central location, 

give your clients on URL to view and review all of the mockups for their project. 

 

Koofers:Common Knowledge: Koofers provides an interactive community that serves the academic 

needs of college students through information sharing. Students benefit from collaboration with 



their peers and the experiences of former students. Many helpful services span the entire 

academic calendar from course selection through final exams, and include collaborative note 

taking, course &amp;amp; instructor ratings/grade distributions, and an online library for sharing 

past exams &amp;amp; study materials. 

 

FreeMyFeed:Free Your Feed From Authentication: Have you ever wanted to view an RSS feed in a web base 

feed reader such as Google Reader or Bloglines, but could not because the feed required user 

authentication or used an invalid SSL certificate? Well this site aims to be your solution. 

 

iSpeech:Text to Audio: iSpeech can convert your favorite Websites, RSS, Blogs and Documents 

(Microsoft Office, Adobe PDF, Text, etc.) to speech with any PC or Mobile Device. Download your 

favorite blogs and news feeds as mp3 or podcast your favorite websites into your iPod. 

 

YippieMove:Email Transfers Made Easy: YippieMove is an email migration/transfer tool that is targeted to 

the average user, and not system administrators. With a pre-defined list of more than 90 source 

providers (and any IMAP server) and seamless integration with Gmail/Google Apps, YippieMove 

deserves a top good spot in the email category. 

 

LightCMS:The Friendly CMS for Web Designers: LightCMS is a content management system for web 

designers. Design sites, upload them to LightCMS content management system,and deploy 

world-class websites your clients can manage themselves. 

 

Snipd:Save and Share Anything on the Web: Snipd helps you save and share your favorite content from 

within pages you enjoy. Save a snippet of an article, image, or any flash content (YouTube, Hulu, 

MetaCafe, etc.) without leaving the page. 

 

ShowDocument:A Simple Way to Review Documents Together: An instant live collaboration used to quickly 

show documents to friends and colleagues.It allows co-browsing on any document, user uploads 

a document and invites friends to view it with him live. All the participants in the session see each 

others' drawing, highlights, etc. 

 

ScreenToaster:Free Online Screen Recorder: ScreenToaster allows you to record your screen activity in one 



click, publish the video on the web, and stream the recorded video in Flash. 

 

iCharts:Create, Share and Embed Interactive Charts Online: iCharts allows everyone to upload Excel sheets or 

manually add data from which they can easily create, share and embed interactive charts within 

minutes. iCharts can be published on the iCharts Portal at iCharts and they can be embedded 

anywhere on the Internet in blogs, forums or corporate websites. 

 

On Sugar:Sweet &amp; Simple Publishing: OnSugar is a hosted publishing platform that is based on what 

used to be published on PopSugar, FabSugar, and the rest of Sugar. OnSugar offers 10 different 

post types, timed drafts, access to Getty images, a fun drag and drop &quot;spread maker&quot; 

and more. All for free. 

 

VoxCards:Taking E-cards: Make and send Greetings cards with your own voice - you don't need a 

microphone, just a telephone. 

 

Diary:Post. Share. Discusse: Create your private diary with text, photos, videos and web links. Also, 

make a shared diary to do all this with friends too. 

 

Launchpad:Hosting Service for Open Source: Launchpad is a collaboration and hosting platform for free 

software. It brings communities together - regardless of their choice of tools - by making it easy to 

share code, bug reports, translations and ideas across projects. 

 

raphsy:Easy to Draw Graph: Graphsy is a new graph drawing application for the Web with a focus on 

usability. It allows you to access graph projects from anywhere, all you need is a web browser. 

 

ImageChef:Express yourself. Instantly.: With ImageChef anyone can create a custom image without any 

technical knowledge or advanced tools. Modify text in a variety of image templates to create 

professional quality images with your own personal touch. 

 

ChartGizmo:Create Free online Charts: With your free account from ChartGizmo you can now create 

charts for your website, blog and social network profiles. ChartGizmo may be useful for those 

who needs to visualize financial, scientific or other type of data. 



 

FontStruct:Build, Share, and Download Fonts: FontStruct is a free font-building tool. It lets you quickly and 

easily create fonts constructed out of geometrical shapes, which are arranged in a grid pattern, 

like tiles or bricks. 

 

MyInvites:RSVP Management: MyInvites is is a social invitations site with a great set of tool to make 

planning easy for you. Choose your design, add party details, contacts, maps etc,. Then send 

invites to a group of friends. MyInvites provide you with just about everything you'll need in order 

to have a successful party. 

 

Glogster:Create Interactive Flash Poster: With Glogster you can create poster or even web-page in few 

minutes without any design knowledge. To start your own Glog just explore the Glogster galleries 

or built your own style while using your own images, videos and sounds. Then share it with your 

friends or the rest of the world. 

 

Yuku:Create your own Community: Yuku is about communities, discussion, profiles, images and blogs - 

all in one place. You can sign up to Yuku and create a free account. Each Yuku user account can 

create up to five Profiles. And each account can build message boards, a blog or create a gallery. 

 

QlipBoard:Express your Creative Self: QlipBoard enables you to make narrated slide shows of your 

vacation. Show off your home for sale. Get help with your homework. Invite someone to a party. 

Talk to your friends in other countries without having to wake up at odd hours. The possibilities 

are endless. 

 

Wirdea:Free your Mind: Never forget your ideas again. Wirdea allows you to save them as you have 

them.Create categories and organize your ideas. Create brainstorm sessions with your friends. 

Use wridea as a basic project management tool. Create a page for each project and different 

categories for each work type. 

 

Listio:Popular Web 2.0 Applications: Listio is a community based directory of web 2.0 apps and services. 

You get to vote for your favorite applications and services. You can also leave comments for other 

members to read about your favorite features of any application. Build your own list of 



applications when you register and share them with friends and coworkers. Subscribe to RSS 

feeds so you can get notified when new apps get added. 

 

Breeze: Create your own Great Looking Emails: Breeze is easy to use tools, you can add your own content, 

select recipients and schedule your delivery. Breeze live editor allows you to see your email as 

you build it. You can add your own text and images to your template and even change the order 

in which any items appear. The moment you add your own content we'll automatically save your 

draft so you can come back and finish it later. 

 

SNiPiTRON:Publish your Online Research: SNiPiTRON is a tool for capturing, formatting and sharing 

content with other people. You can use SNiPiTRON as a way to store all of your online 

bookmarks. As you dig deeper, you'll see that you can start to build research projects based on 

the web pages you capture. Then you can expand your research to collegues, friends, co-workers, 

etc. and start a discussion thread based on the content. 

 

Gickr:A Tool to Create Animated Gifs Online in Seconds: You can grab your pictures from Flickr by tag and/or 

Username, or upload up to 10 Jpegs, GIFs or PNGs. You can vary the speed and size of your 

animation, create an animated userpic, put it on your blog or website and even share your 

animation in the Gickr gallery. 

 

Lubith:A Complex Wordpress Theme Generator: Creating your website theme has never been easier - Drag, 

drop, a few clicks and you can have the Wordpress theme you wanted! 

 

ANTETYPE:Prototyping and Design Application for User Interface Designers: ANTETYPE is a design application 

that supports user interface designers at every step of their work. Design beautiful interfaces, 

invent new widgets, style them and put it all together in an interactive prototype. 

 

Creately:Create and Collaborate on Online Diagrams: Draw, share and collaborate on online diagrams, 

flowcharts, office and home network diagrams, mockups, user interface designs, wireframe, 

Class diagram, UML diagram, ER Diagram, process flow and online diagrams with Creately for 

Free. 

 



Yuku:Create your own Community: Yuku is about communities, discussion, profiles, images and blogs - 

all in one place. You can sign up to Yuku and create a free account. Each Yuku user account can 

create up to five Profiles. And each account can build message boards, a blog or create a gallery. 

 

Mikons:Create your Visual Identity: A Mikon is a symbol or icon made with the Mikon Machine that 

represents something about its creator or a person who borrowed it. The Mikons is free. 

However, if you want your Mikons put on products like stickers and t-shirts, there is a charge for 

that. 

 

kuler: Explore, Create and Share Color Themes: kuler is a technology preview from Adobe Labs. It helps 

you explore, create and share color themes for your creative projects. Use it as an on-line 

application or download themes to use with Adobe Creative Suite 2 applications. 

 

WUFOO: Making Forms = Easy + Fast + Fun: Wufoo is an Internet application that helps anybody build 

amazing online forms. When you design a form with Wufoo, it automatically builds the database, 

backend and scripts needed to make collecting and understanding your data easy, fast and fun. 

Because Wufoo host everything, all you need is a browser, an Internet connection and a few 

minutes to build a form and start using it right away. 

 

FormatPixel: Your Online Publishing Tool: Create your own online magazines, fanzines, brochures, 

catalogues, portfolios and more. Using the formatpixel online editor you too can design page 

based projects, layout text, upload your own images, add interactivity and customise their 

appearance. Edit the order of pages in your projects by moving, inserting or deleting pages to 

create multi-page presentations. 

 

Tikatok - http://tikatok.com/ Designed primarily for kids, the real purpose of Tikatok is to allow 

children to create their own story books, which can be shared or ultimately printed as a real 

book. Images or drawings can be uploaded, arranged, and placed within text. The site provides 

as an option story prompts to help guide the process. Final products can be viewed on the site or 

embedded. User report of inability to save content in Firefox on Mac OSX / content lost. 

 

Tar Heel Reader - http://tarheelreader.org/ Developed at the University of North Carolina Chapel 



Hill, this tool allows creation of a captioned slide show for beginning readers, with features 

designed for accessibility (text to speech, reader selected font and background colors) and offers 

downloads of stories in PowerPoint, Flash, and Impress Format. Pictures can be used directly 

from flickr, and the tool tracks the photo credits. 

 


